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ABSTRACT I The thesis is the outcome of a sustained 
exegesis of the Tiruaru~van, a theological 
wri ting in Tamil by' the thll"teenth century 
Saivi te theologian Umal)ati Sivacharya. The 
thec:'s begins with a brief statement of the 
background of the Tir~ut,p~, with 
special reference to ,the Sal vi te saints 
whose experience of grace formed the experi
ential groundvvork for Umapati! s theology. 
Next the general framework of Saiva Siddhanta 
belief is set fo,rth in the light of Umapati t s 
colle ction of Saiva agamas, the 
Satratanas.ang~. The rema~nder of the 
work is a detailed study of Saiva Siddha.nta 
grace doctrine, with special emphasis on 
the ideas of concealed and revealed grace, 
~arma and ~ as adjuncts of grace, the . 
role of mru, and the nature of the awakenlng 
of the soul. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis may be said to have had two points of 

origin. T'i;ore immediately it arose out of a paper on the 

t.irdua~ prepared for Dr. Sivaraman' s seminar on 

Saivism in the fall of 1973. On a different level, it 

arose out of a visit to India in the summer of 1973 

(arranged by the Sastri Indo-Canadian Institute, to which 

I would like to record my sincere thanks), out of visits 

to Saivite temples and monuments, and out of a number of 

events 'Nhich convinced me of the reality of that power 

called 'grace' of which I have attempted to write. 

Partly because of the language barrier -- for 

Western scholarship has tended to focus upon the Sanskrit 

sources whilst the theology of Saiva Siddhanta is largely 

in Tamil -- little is known in the West of the beautiful 

Saivite theology of grace. Of a God of wisdom and love, 

who goes to endless lengths to seek out man in his ego

centered blindness, and who gradually educates him, through 

a series of carefully graded experiences, till he is capa-

ble of cosmic awareness. 

The purpose of this thesis is to attempt to throw 

some little light upon this theology. The text chosen for 

study is regarded as being of central importance within the 

tradition, though only 'two English translations of it 
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exi.st, both over 75 years old. Thanks to the infinite 

patience of Dr. Sivaraman, I was able to study the text in 

the original Tamil, with the aid of the Tamil commentaries. 

In this way, studying it not merely line by line but 

syllable by syllable, and with the aid of countless hours 

of discussion, I was gradually enabled to absorb something 

of this doctrine, and the insights gained I now attempt to 

pass on. 

I should like to record my sincere gratitude to 

Dr. Sivaraman, both for the amount of time he has spent in 

guiding me through the Tamil text, and also for his genero

sity in sharing with me some of his own religious insights 

and beliefs. 
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Chapter I 

THE J.JITERARY AND HEJ,JIGIOUS BACKGROUND 

Central to Saiva Siddha:rlta is the doctrine that ;--
\ 

ma:.n f s existence is a progress; a progress out of darkness 

into light, out of bondage towards liberation. The 

progress, however, is not something that man can achieve 

of his own will. Left to himself he will remain forever 

'hound' and in darkness. He is enabled to move out of 

darkness only because, at every step, from the first stirM 

rings of consciousness in darkness t.o the final achievement 

of perfect light, he is guided by a power outside of him-

self. This power, matching itself to his needs, nudges 

him into an awa.reness of the possibility of liberation, 

and then guides him with firmness and with love towards 

that liberation. It is this power, the power that seeks, 

awakens, teaches and loves. that is meant by the term 

'Grace', 

Because it encompasses the essence of the 

Siddhantin's view of God, grace doctrine is naturally to 
/ . 

be found underlying all sections of the Saiva Siddhanta 

canon. 1 Of' special importance are the hymns of the Tevaram 

saints, saints who experienced tho grace of God and sang 

of their eC::Ttatic devotion. Tht~y are acclaimed as the 

founders of Saivism, (S~!.ll~':i.~_::~cha.L~). This honour is 
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also rightly shared by IVia~ikkavacaga9 whose muvaca!tam 

is a rich source of existential grace-experience. Outside 

the canon, of the later theological writers who were 

mainly inspired by the canonical literature, Umapati, 

more than anyone else, reached the heart of the grace 

doctrinBi and he expressed his findings in his work 

1j~gQ~t~~G~~n (The Fruit of Divine Grace). It is this 

Vlork which we must study in depth if we are to understand 

the phenomenology of grace in iaiva Siddh.anta .. 

But before trying to explore the essentials of the 

e:race experience with Umapati, le't us look briefly at thoBe 

saints v/ho provided the ground of his inspi.ration. The 
. ·~·2 .'--. 

F(~rlV-a PUI'ai1am, a vlOrk by Sekk~18.r, a h~gh Chola official 
."-~. ~~~---.~ 

of the l!1id -twelfth century t te lIs of sixty-three saints J 

from all walks of life, who had direct experiences of the 

g:caee of God. 'l'hese saints were men and women who were 

prepared to Bacrifice everything that they had, both in 

terms of worldly goods a,nd in terms of perso'nal relation-

ships, in order to fulfill the will of God. The God they 

served might seem at times to test them beyond mortal 

endurance, but alway;::; 1 when they had remain.ed fal thful 

through the testing, they were allowed a direct vision of 

God a.nd were granted th\? liberation and light that they 

sought. 

']~hree of these saints were particularly noted for 

the hymns in which they expre ssed -the ir God-experience B 
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Appar, Sambandar and Sundarar all lived in South India 

between the seventh and ninth centuries, and the collection 

of their hymns that has come down to us is known as the 

Tev§iram. The grace experience in the l.evaram hymns ap-
~ 

pears predominantly as Siva's miraculous care for his 

devotees~ 

Appal" (7th century) was originally a learned priest 

of the Jains, but was recalled to Saivism through the 

devotions of his s'aivite sister. He undervrent severe 

trials at the hands of the Jain king before his many mira-

culO'l.ls escapes from death served to convert the King~ 

Throughout these trials the s'aivi te mantra s'i=vi-ya-na,.:"l!la3 . 

'Nas his s"erength. He afterwards spent a long life visiting 

the temples and holy places of India, singing everywhere 

the ecstasy of his experience of the grace of God. 

Sambandar, a younger contemporary of ApI's.r, was 

hailed as a child saint~ He also visited the many temples, 

singing of his joy in the grace of God. He is particularly 

noted for the part he played in converting the king of 
/ / 

lVIadurai to Saivism from Jainism, and thus restoring Saivi.sm 

in South India. Tradition holds that he sang hin final 
.. ,/. -'" . 

hymn J_n pralse of the mantra g:-va·"'Y:a·::-]l1.9-...::ll.~' at hlS own 

wedding, and was then liberated, together with his wedding 

part'Y~ in divine fire. 

The third saint, Sundarar, was called to his life 
/ 

of devotion by a 'guru-vision t of Siva at the time of his 
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wedding. His life was illumined by many direct visions of 

God, both in human and in divine form, and in pa,rticular 

he is 'noted for his total reliance upon God to provide, 

out of His grace, for the daily needs of the saint's house

hold and followers. Sundarar VIas naturally deeply involved 

in the reality of grace, a:nd he suggested that there is a 

sense in which the soul must prepare itself for the descent 

of grace, since 'ethical' excellence is required 'in the 

devotee.4- "He is impossible to approach to those who do 

not come to Him with loving contemplatioTIa,,5 This point, 

of how far the soul must prepare itself for grace, will be 

discussed later by Umapati. It might be of interest to 

note that the occasions in thl3 lives of these saints for 

the experience of the 'descent' of grace are not cloister~ 

or mountain tops, but ordinary involvement in daily life. 

A fourth hymnist, whose experience of God was 

comparable to those of the Tevaram hymnists, was Nfalj-ikka 

Vacagaro His poems of rapturous devotion have come down 
- 6 to us as the V.ruv?-chp.kam. Scholars differ widely as to 

his date, but the weight of evidence suggests that he may 

hcrv(~ lived in the fourth century. 7 Mar:ikka Vacagar per

ceives grace primarily as God's mercy. He repeatedly 

stresses his own unworthi.ness, referring to himself as a 

dcg and a slave 9 and he exprc~sses rapturous gratitude that 

god, in his grace, sought out anyone so lowly~ "He is 

4 

the Lord who made our dog-like selv8s His own servant[J1f (8,'1) 



is a theme repeated over and over again .. 

Thus these four, Ma:nikka Vacagar and the three 

~ffivaral!! hyrrrnists, reached a peak of grace experience that 

might never be reached again. 8 However, they were poets 

and not philosophers or theologians; they wanted to express 

rapture rather than to dissect an experience. The work of 

building a theology out of their rapture would be left to 

the iaivite thinkers of later centuries. 

It was not until the thirteenth century that 

Umapati analysed the grace experience. He was one of a 

group of theologians whose works are known s,s the Meykanda 
/L' . .§§:str.§...§., from the name of the leading teacher in the group. 

Meykandar lived in the thirteen.th century» and 

gathered disciples even in his youth. His famous work, 
I 

the Siva '[{ana podham., aimed to synthesize the Agamas and 
I 

the Veda, and to present a complete picture of the Saiva 

Siddh"a'nta concept of spiritual life. 9 The work is o'nly 

twelve s'Utras in length, and this terseness has posed some 

problems for the exegete. 

Umapati was the fourth in the line of teachers 

from Meyka'ndfM-, and his understanding of grace does not 

differ fundamentally from that of. Meykandaro Rather it 

was a matter of emphasis and method. lVleyka:nda.r encompassed 

all of iaiva Siddli8:nta doctrine and his treatment of the 

theme of grace does not stand out thematically from the 

general setting, whilst Umapati in the !iruarl.!i2p.?t.Y~l'} {and 
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other works) focused pri.marily upon the doctrine of grace. 

To that doctrine he brought his special gifts for analogy, 

in order to let the theology of grace show itself in 

existential terms. 

Umapati lived in the late thirteenth and early 

fourteenth centurieso The date corresponding to 1313 A.D. 

is me'ntioned in his work Sa:bJ{arpan:i.rakaranam, a date which 

has been used by scholars to fix the dates of all the other 
4- -"- , .,.,... 

S~ddha:nta sastras. Relatively little is known of his life, 

except that he was born inCidambaram, and was one of the 

three thousand brahmin priests who were privileged to 

officiate 'in the worship of Lord Nataraja of Cidambaram. 10 

"'-

6 

Legend tells that he was a pupil of Marainanasambandar, 

and in his work Ne·ncuviduii.i.ill! he praises him and says I 

nseeing others offering obeisa:nce to him I also elide But 

he merely loold:ng at me in that instant set -to naught at 

one stroke all myoId demerits and bonds and converted my 

2.ttention~ • 2 and exposed the lie that is family life and 

riches. n1i Umapati was converted at a stroke from the life 

of a mere householder to that of an ascetic, "for whom the 

'" only realii;y is that of the sacred ashi the form of Siva 

and the §iva J?u;ja~ ,,11 Umapati t 8 shl':'ine today is to be found 

in the village of Korraneu.di, a hamlet outside of Cidambaram, 

lending some support to a story" that he was ostrac:i.sed by 

the brahmins of Cidambaram for his alleged unorthodoxies 



and deviation from the routine of duties incumbent on the 

temple priest as a householder~ 

Nothing else is for certain known of himo There 

is no accou:nt of his life by any of his contemporaries, 

and though his ideas, which served as a lillie 'between the 

doctrinal and institutional phases of Salva Siddhanta, were 

carried on by his disciples, none of them wrote of his life. 

In his philosophy Umapati brought together the 

traditions of the Vedas and the iaivagamas. As a brahmin 

7 

of Cidambaram he must have had a thorough schooling in the 

Vedas, and he says himself that his teacher Marainanasambandar 
......... ..'i .. 

was a S~e.vedJQ and well versed in the Vedas Q Since h.e was 

viI"iting in the late thirt<}enth and early fourteenth cen-

turie-s, he would have had available to him the works of 

the great Vedantic teachers, Sa:n1caracarya and Ramanujacarya, 

and also the twelfth century lrikm1ta Bhasy& on the 

Bl~ahmasUtram, which represents the 'ivadv~ita school. 

He was also deeply versed in Tamil scholarshi.p. 

He used the ~~ as his stylistic model in writing 

the XJIU?.:l:.ut:I2:..~Y.illl' 12 and quoted from it frequently in his 

works. Another Tamil source which influenced him extensive-

]:y was the Efriyf.l Pur7in1!:.!!!; from this he seems to have 

d{~ri ved many of his ideas of grace, and of its 'functioning 

in the life of the individual. 

Umapatits major phi.losoph.ical works were eight in 
13 / ..- .I 

number.· First was the SixaJ?l1.r~Jcasam, a worle which 



/ 
summarises the Salva Siddh~inta philosophy in one hundred 

verses. Some scholars have suggested that that work was 

the first to use the title S'iva Siddhanta for the whole 

system. 14 The second was the Tiruarutp~'Q" 
The third work was the Yinave-nb.?:, a work which 

highlights some of the paradoxes of 'aiva Siddha:iita. 

Umapati himself apparently thought highly of the work for 

he wro'ce I 

If one does not understand the ~inave~pa, any 
amount of scriptural knowledge of his will be of 
-no use, the scriptural knowledge cannot be 
translated into spiritual ex"Perience as the dream 
of the dumb cannot be expressed. Stanza 13. 

Fourth was the torrippam:odai. It tells how the 
, , 

IJord provides fields of experience for the souls, a:nd in 

some ways parallels the ideas in Tir..uaru~paYill1' Fifth 

was the Kodikkavi, written for the flag~raisi'ng ceremony 
- -

at Cidambaram s and the sixth, ~~ncuvidutu9-~l., a poem of 

devotion addressed to his guru. Unmainerivilakkam was the --. -

seventh work. It describes the ten steps of the Da'~ 
/ 

~.!Xa.!!l' the gradual enlightenment from tatty~ rilP.§: to S iva 

bhogal'll, which was clearly anticipated in Meykandar's 
../. r'__ 15 . 
~a nana 112.d.ha1!!o· There have been some suggest~ons that 

this work was not in fact by Umapati,16 but Siddalingaiah 

has dealt at length with this point, and produced ample 

evidence to the effect that it was indeed one of Umapati's 

- 17 eight sastras. 

His final work was the Sank~p~E~~kara~, a 
, 
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worle in which he considers ~ and eight £aivite 

sects. By the order and way in which he considers them, 

he causes them to progressively condemn one another, until 

the final school, Sa:i.y"~va~, is shown as being the best 

of the groupe Finally he shows how" s'aiva Siddha:nt8. corrects 

the small flaws in i~i vJlvad_<2:.m- Viha t is significant here 
/ / 

is that Sabra Siddha:nta is distinguished from Saivavada. 

" Thus, having mapped out the field of Saiva 
-- / 

Siddha:nta in his first work» ~'l..!n' Umapati in his 

subsequent works amplified his consideration of the key 

concepts of grace and the spiritua.l path. 

In addition to these Tamil works, he wrote a "number 

9 

of worh:s 5:.n Sansltr:i.t~ a:nd also produced the ~~at12:'}s_a-ngr~, 18 

an an~thology of approximately one hundred verse s selected 

from the ~~, to show the main outlines of §aiva Siddharita 

beliefs As an introduction to the grace doctrine expounded 

in the .Ti:r'~~axaQ and the vocabulary that iG employed 

and rendered in Tamil it seems appropriate to look at this 
I 

broader framework of Saiva Siddhiirlta doctrine as Umapati 

chose to cull it from the early gga:.!}las. 19 

A t the centre of the system is the concep·1; of 

/.s • 20 t' d tl d fl· . . . J.va, II ne Go , . 18 abo e o' count. ess auspl.c~OUS qualJ.-

ties, the Creator of' the universe and one who is distinct 
2-1 

from the soul and matter" Q '-- He is the efficient cause of 
/ 

the uni vers(~) his potency (.§.§.kti) is the instrumental cause, 

and bi~'lQE. or r:10;y:a is the material cause ~ 22 



£iva is described as the Lord of the ~rtx0.~., 
the five-fold acts of creation, sustenance~ dissolution, 

obscuration and liberation. 2) These five functions are 

related to God's care for the souls in the following ways. 

creation gives soul the cha:nce to mov8.along its spiritual 

pathway, (no progress at all can be made without birth) J 

sustenance gives man the opportunity of working through 

m~.i to release his own bonds; dissolution gives ·soul a 
period of rest between births; obscuration is the work of 

the concealed grace, that helps soul to work its way out 

of bondage; and liberation is the divine grace that greets, 

:1..:,9 • without mediation, the freed soul. 24-

10 

Cr€'ation i~ at two lev~lsf a higher level with 
- '- 25 

J?1~£1du as its mat~;rial, and a lower levf:l dominated by ill1fY.:a. 

The Svax.amQ[~~g commenting on the purpose of the five

fold acts, says the souls are given. body with a view to 

enable them to enjoy the fruits of their actions here and 

now and attain release ultimately.26 

The soul (P8~) is seen as having three states I 

ke_val a (extreme ly impure), .§.2.kala (bound) and .er0.ala. 

(released).28 Its many qualities are Bet out in the 

;tar·~Js:l.sl'3.if;Q2),§;1I29 It has somf~thing of the nature of' s'iva t 

though the POWf)l' of knowledge and action in 'iva is absolute 

and extends to f~verythi'ng in the universe, while that of 

the soul ,is acquired by His grace and hnnce is circum

scribed in 2.pplication.)O 



of His 

S'iva acts 

natures):!. 

/ 
through §akti, the dynamic, potent aspect 

I. .- I 1 . . h . In the §2;.vagama., ga ct:::. 1.8 seen cts aV1.ng 
/ 

two aspects, inhibited grace (r.odhasakti) and divine grace 

(gnut3£§,ha ::fu.kti)o32 In the early stages of the soulfs 

de7e.loprnent, it appears in the guise of a bond, since it 
.. ~. ...-. 

operates through karnJi! and ma..:y:ao Later this is seen to be 

a 'blessing in disguise', for only through the experience 

11 

of ~0rm§; and ~naia is soul able to mature ~ When soul has 

developed to the point where its bonds are ready for remoYal, 
/ 

,§,§3.ktj:. is seen as the power which bestows grace and brings 

about enlightErmnent. 33 

The idea that Siv~aktj:. in its concealed form 
. o· '-!. •• /~. 

O'''<~r''- ,tc ... c·, ;~'l ~- a- '~?·.i (;! vY"l'" 1 ~ 1..<' "'·11 1.'wnort ""n,l- P8.·?'t 0-(.' ~ ... <;" 1.'/a ,to,....... u. -.~ I;.) if ....... ~ '!i4L~:'1 ~..J.. ... '::. U Q., .lh.t' 0.. v _.L. ..l. 0ii 

Siddhatlta doctrine. 3
l

J. gala (the dirt that contaminates) 

is the bondag(~ which blinds souls to their true nature. 

It is without beginning, and is co-existent with the soul. 

While it may be eliminated in the case of an individual 

soul, it can never be totally destroyed. It operates in 

conjunction wi th ~lli! and f!1].yii.' in souls in the l~evala 

and ~';,.<?-.1a states,J5 and in higher souls rema.ins as the 

final bonda.ge after ~ and [l18.;i~ have fallen away. It 

d Oh h °d /0 can only be remove Wlt t e 8.1. of SJ.V8.Q 

IT'} ] d . l' S/' S' ddlc ;". t 36 d··'·-J..'1e wor. 1.S rea. Ul . 8.1. va }, J.. .O.cln la, . an !!.@1..1!, 

which is the material substratum of the world, has many 

quaIi ties. While it is initially regarded as a bond, i-t 

is felt to be of positive va.lue to the soul since "if there 



were to be no ,bond, the soul cannot have any experiencee"J7 
/ 

It is a paradox of Saiva Sicldlia:nta that only while in the 

body can the soul accumulate the positive karma; it is 

through performance of karma that the soul can eve'ntually 

12 

advance to the condition of being freed from 'embodiment'. 

Illay-a and l~a operate together. 38 ~I.lli! basically 

means 'that which is done', though its meaning may some

times be extended to cover the fruit of action. ,Mrge'i1dra 

defines it as "the cause, sustainer, object of experience 

and one for which things relating to the soul etc. are the 

means.,,39 It is of the nature of dharma and adha~, and 

. t' , I- b' 'h 1'" d ' 40 It' 1: gJ.Yes rJ.se '\,0 lr~, _ lIe an exper~ence 8 1.8 

8.pp~J.rently· co-existent with the soul, 8.11,d can be destroyed 

only by !:iik~i~ Even then it is not wholly destroyed, for 

s1ili§i' (initiation) destroys only the sajlci ta (stored up) 

and ~rI1i (prospective) karm~, the l>1",ar"abdha-k ... ~rma (the 

}c,a:r!.!l§:. which has already begun to bear fruit) can be removed 

only by the soul's own action and experience. 41 

/. . . t . d Tn the th~...aratnaps_an~r.ah1?:. Umapat~ pu s consl. erable 
. -;- -- l~2 ~ 

emphasls on ~~a. ;Qikslf purifies the soul from an.§.~ 

Bf!1-3!-.t llJ though it is not categorically asserted whether 

purification results from the absolute removal of m.,ala or 

from the annu.lment of ito effects. Umapati provide s evi

dence to support both points of view. }.}4 Once the power of 

mala. is overcome t the soul is revealed in all its latent 
, 4r. 

power through the grace of God p and is freed from re-birth. :J 



13 

46 Diksa is the function of the guru, whose role will 

1')8 examined more fully in the J.lLl§rutp~yanG IVlan is totally 
47 dependent upon God for release from bondage, for "never 

does a man attain mukti by his own skill, by no means other 

'" than the grace of Siva, the dispeller of everything that is 

evil, L'8 is such an attainmentpossi l)le. It r 

Once he has received diksa the soul nasses into the ----:--- ~ 

~ /- ... - ~ 
.iiv~Q Qlujtti state, which is described by !'l.isva.sa}carika as 

followsr ttFor the redeemed soul the ordinary- mental 

functions vanish even in the wakeful state as though in the 

state of deep slumber; there is a halt to this discursive 
49 knowledge." It is a state of peace for "The soul to whom 

,I 

Shrahood is revealed has nothing further to achieve having 

reached a stage beyond this world of mundane existence and 

therefore remains quiet like a still flame .. ,,50 

Thus we have reviewed with Umapati the key concepts 

of taiva Siddha'nta g concepts of God, souls and bondage, 

-of the means to release and the life of the jivp.Q ~t 

Underlying this whole system is the concept of the grace 

of God, which provides necessary experience in bondage, 

and ultimate release for the souls. 

In turni.ng now to the TiruarU~12ClY8:n we shall see 

in far greater detail the actual functiorling of the grace 

of God. The Iriruaru-t9ayan is a work in one hundred verses, 

divided into ten chapters of equal length. The chapter 

headings (which may well have been added by later writers) 



are 8 1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 

The work 
-

the natul"'(:'! of the Sl..l"oreme (Pati) 
the nature of souls~Pcd3u) -_.
the nature of Darkn88s~'-(:~nava) 
the natura of Grace (arurr~ 
the nature of the Di.vI.l~Guru 
Light on the Path 
A tma 'orakasa 
Th-e-na·t1ii~eof Suureme Bliss 
'rhe truth of Panchaksara 
The nature of the --~·.ri/!'a!f}:;uk.tas. 

traces the path of the soul from the 

the .. ;iivan !n~~ta state 9 and shoVls how, at every 

sakala 

stage 

its journey, it is wholly dependent upon divine grace 

to 

of 

(§£..u1) 0 
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1. 

2. 

4 .. 

7. 

8. 

FOOTNOTES 

/ 
The Sai.vite canon was finally redacted by the work of 
Nambi Andar Nambi in the late tenth or early eleventh 
century. gee Ko A. Nilantasastri, "Historical 
Sketch of Saivism" in Cultural History of India 
(Calcutta, 1969}.,J Nar{lbi~class'ifI~all the Siddhantin 
works of his day into eleven Tirumurais. These com
prised the works of Sambandar rr-3) 9 -Xppar (4-6), 
A'rural" (7) p r6inJ.kka VacaQ;ar (8), the hymns of the 
Sai vi te Kings (9), Tirumu'lar (10) t and a gene"ral 
colleetion of other hymns (11) .. To these was later 
added Sikkilarts Periya Purinam as (12). Apart from 
the final item, the ordering'does not reflect date of 
composition. All that we can know for certain is that 
these worksr whenever composed, had achieved canonical 
status by the beginning of the eleventh century. 

Yt S. Bharathi, The Grand Epic of laivism (Madras, 
1970). ~~-------

,.. 
The precise importance of this mantra for Saivism will 
be explained in chapter 7. 

tlGod blesses only those who have the moral grandeur, 
and from those who are devoid of this purity He hides 
not forever, but till they are transformed." 
Sundarar 7: 191 .5 t 9. Quoted by Rangaswam.y in Re.1ig,ion 
and Philosophy of Tevo..;,ram (Madras, 1958), p. 1223. 

I bid., 7 119 J 1 0 ~ 

Ko rvI w Balasubramanian, Tiruvachakam, The Chennamalleswarar 
and Che-nnakesavauerumal Dev8:sthanam (Madras, 19.58) 0 

G. U3 POUSt Tiru~icakam (Tamil text with English trans
lation), ~ (Oxfora-7-I9o~6; reprinted, Madras, 1971). 

K. G .. Sesha Aiyar, "rftanikka Vacagar and His Date", 
Tamilian An:tig,ua;rx, (1909). 

rn1is, at any r.ate, is how the tradition acclaims their 
status p and therefore legitimises adoration of them 
alongside of deities in the precincts of temples. 

rfradi tion contended that this was( a tr,anslation of a 
part of a chapter of a Sanskrit Saiv~gamap and that 
ii;eykandar's role was only that ofa-~ranEilator. Modern 
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10. 

:1.3. 

15~ 

16. 

'17. 

18. 

scholarship has come up with cogent arguments against 
this viewo See Dhavamfl)ny, Love of God (Oxford, 
1971), pp. 200-1. - =--

. dd l' . h .. h /. . -- . T. B .. Sl a_ l.nga1.a , Studles In t e Salva Slddnanta, 
Ph.D. thesis (Banaras-l-:IinduUniversity~--
pp. 120-4, brings together all the available facts 
and legends concerning Umapati's life. I am indebted 
to Dr. Siddalingaiah for the materials given here~ 

~en.£'l[Y..idutudu;, couplets 89-92. 

The 1j.rua:r;:utpaY2!! resembles the great Tamil classic f 
the Tir1.~~I, both in its use of the twin-lined 
ltural meter and in some similarity between verses a 

As one of the T~rutpaya.n commentators mentions in 
his preamble, it is also cornpl£rnentary in theme, 
and is described as 'a salutory vindication 9 of the 
intention of the earlier worko Consult Tirukurral, 
ch~ 25 for a discussion of the theme of "aru1. -

-p 

Siddalingaiah, .QJl9 ci!!,., gives a detailed exposition 
of Umapati's ~eight works' (~staka8). 

" ./ 

J. H. piet 1 A ~0~icQl Presentqtion of the Saiva 
---~-~-------~ - --Siddhanta (r,';adras, 19.52; t p. 12. This is not', how-

i-;ver,strictly true. The name 'Saiva Siddhanta as a 
proper nl:iffie occurs in Tit:dl!lStnti.r§:!!! (7th century). 

l].1he t ten acts' are systematically analysed under the 
caption 'On Life of Spirit' in Book Five of K. 
C' '. t S'" • Ph . 1 l' J Pt' 
1)1 va raman s, !: a1 VJ.sm lp L_OS012..1.J.ca :...... erspe9_1~ 
(Varanasi, 19'73). 

S. A. V" PilIai, Siddnanta Sattiram (2nd ed.; Samajam, 
1940). -

Siddalingaiah, .Q.Q. cJ_~., pp. 148-530 
/ . ,/ 

P. Thiru~nanasambandan, !38.:t~rat.na.t?:1n&!,:aha of' Sri 
UlJllU? .. ~,ti 'Siyacaa9:./ (Madras: 1. 9'13) ~ The work includes 
a t-canslation ot: :i~t~:s_~1021-J~.~]~, an anonymous com
mentary on the ?a~:tnasar~.&!:"7:01Cl' 

,/ 

The Sanskrit .. text of the §.~'ta~na~£l:&.:J:.".;'lha with its 
com,nentary flrst appeared as Vol. XXII of Arthur 
Avalon'S T,aq.:.l:;r~. 

19~ While the date of the §.,.{::;~'l}~ is uncerti.lin, they 
clearly antedate Tirnniular, since he makes specific 
reference to nine of themo Since scholars assign 
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him to the 5-6th centuries A.D., the agam~.§. may be 
.§1upposed to date from the 3rd and 4th centuries. 
Sataratn,l3.sangraha t Introduction, pe 11. 

Re is also called Pa:ti (one who protects, from P~, to 
protect)o tiThe locus of action for the Pat! is in 

17 

the form of his lustrous potency (of know1edge and 
action), It is in that world of light, (Siva) the 
refulgent and serence exists in that motionless form 
(of knowledge and action)." Mata-nga, ffiataratnasangraha.: 
su tra 9 f P • 12 • 

20. The word ~iva is derived from the root 'vas', to will, 
and is explained to mean 'benign quality', See 
K. Sivaraman, op. cit.; 515 f. 

..~ 

21. 9uoted by t~e commentator from the Vaxay~;ya.. §...amhita, 
Sataratn~~angraha, p. 10. 

22. 

''''.3 t:., • 

24. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

"Isvara is the efficient cause, there is besides the 
perceptible instrumental cause and the basic material 
cause; all the three cumulatively constitute the cause 
in regard to every effect." rar:a.kllY_~, §~,];Eatnas~Dgra..h..~ 
Clutra 1 r::'. P ""'1 ..... ~ :;I, c G • 

"Creation, sustenance, dissolution, obscuration and 
liberation in relation to the world cons'l;i tute the 
five fold action of God Siva alone. They are asso
ciated with their cause (sakti) and effect (enjoyment, 
liberation)." IVI.rgendra, Satar~asangrah~ sutra 17. 
p. 25. 

The cosmic functions and their relation to grace are 
discussed fully in K. Sivaraman, .QJl. ci1., pp. 133-7. 

Bindu ~:nd .!!i§:.ya are the cosmological counterpa.rts of 
the Samkhya notion of rrakrti or root matter. For 
details see .ta.taratnasa'hgraha commentary, p. 25. 

Ibid. 1 p. 27. 

Literally'cattle'; suggests the fettered condition of 
the soul. 

"The soul has three states, the extremely impure, 
the bound and the released, the last one by means of 
rites; they are_respective~y called k~vala, sa~ 
and amala. If §y.ayarn.9)}}lY.§:., ~..?-ratn8.8anfl.rah§:. autra 35, 
p. 6i 0 • 



30. 

32. 

33~ 

36. 

IIPCU{Ult (soul) is distinct from the body, indestructi
ble;pervasive, varied, endowed with 'm..?2<?-..§.' 
(impurities), non-inert, enjoyer of the fruits of its 
own action, agent, possessor of limij;;ed knowledge and 
having an Overlord." ~ral(_hy8>5 .... a.fl:!§:, §at~lratnasangraha 
sutra 19 f p. 30 0 

tiThe essence of Isvara consists in the twin power of 
knowledge and action that inhere in Him; they are not 
given to Him by someone else. He is to be considered 
as the Lord who is associated with ... the potency of 
knowledge and action. tl ~rakhy'!., §.§.tar.~tnasangrah?! 
sutra 8, p. 11. 

18 

"That §~ is supreme, subtle, all-pervasive and 
nectarine; it is free from any bond. tranquil and 
non-different from God, intensely eager (to help the 
soul); this eternal saldi is graceful; . Its description 
~s a i form' . is only figurative." I'II.at.C!..~, 
Satarqtna~angrah~ sutra 10, p. 13. 

"That 'a)';:ti (Rodhalalt;:ti) of IvTahes'vara is qu.i te an 
auspicIous one ·t{lat bestows grace on everyone. Yet 
it is called r~'a (bond) in a secondary sense in as 
~lch as it hB]~S the c~qrRcteristic function (of the 
potencies of·1iS1.f2:.'Y.@) $ It ~ge"l1dl:~, Sat,ara~angraha 
S"tItra 22) p. 41. 

nThis ~akti 01' iiva brings p.bout a transformation in 
the nature of the several salctis of anava until that 
power is exhausted and when-by means- of' -rts light 
comparable to the light of the sun, it brings about 
enlightenment to the soul then it is called the 
ben

4
evolent." ~rge·ndi2..B;, ~tarAtnasan~ sutra 23 J 

po 11 e 

"God, the Omniscient, All-pervasive and Eternal is 
established as the Agent who activises the inert rvfaya 
(tho cosmic prin9il')le) and its evolutes." 
Yl.~vas[trottarag Sat~p§:.t~~k-£aha autra 7, po 9. 

"The l1Gginningless 'mala 9 associated with souls is 
othE~rNise called '1X'lsl.ltvam' (the essential nature 
of soul). It serve-;3~:i~o he"lp the sprouting ( initial 
evolution) of I..tfu~Y .. §; in the sO.me w.'ay as th~ bran helps 
:the sprolltit'!g oj: the eraino" Sv3..y-amr21mvagal!§., 
Satarat.n.as'§J}J.irah~ sutra 20, P ~ 37 ~ 

fiNo one has the right to deny the real solid existence 
of the world that is established by every instrument 
of valid knowledge." rau~kar.ap~ama II l}-5 ~ quoted by 
commentator, p. 22~ 



37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

L~l. 

43. 

I 
"The soul is bound (by nasas) with a view to facili-
tate the soul in getting experience (bhukti)a •• So 
long as the soul is not associated y{i th a body, the 
soul cannot get any experience." Kirana, 
§~atnasR.ngraJ.lll:. sutra LWg., p. lI5;~ 

I1That maya is one, impure source of the universe, 
endowed with varied potency, obstructive so long as 
l~armaJ its aid, is operative. tI M.:rgendra, 
Sai~aratnagd.grE:..hA sutra 28, p • .53. 

~~lr~,b.9-ra 8-3, ~ataratnasangraha sutra 32, p. 58. 
HAt the time of eternal rest that karma becomes ripe 
and serves (as a seed) at .... the time of subseque'nt 
creation. &}rgendra 8-4, Sataratnasa.ngraha.: sutra 33, 
p. 60. 

;' 

Visv.£!:s8~rotta!..§.:, §..~arat!1asangrah~ sutra 31. p. 57. 

t1J'ust like a seed that is burnt (is ineffective for 
further growth) so is the karma acquired over a series 
of birthu d(;:stroyed hy the~ras (dlksa); the karma 
to follow is also destroyed by them;-thekarma tha-:r--· 
cau sed the body is de strayed only by the seve"ral 
expoi-i l?T1c88 of ..... tho soul .. II (Source not gi.ven by 
cQf:lffienta"l;or), Satp.ratnas~.3J:§. sutra 89, p. 108. 

~ - ; !fIn this (Siddha:nta) sastra the word 'diks~P stands 
for l(8anana meaning. destruction and d'8.~aning 
givi~1iata:hKaJ ~a:t.§.rat!!asangy~ 8utra 70 f po 92. 

"The soul that is bound. 9 • will not be able to, 
get release except by the rites associated with Siva." 
~ml[l£.:tt.§.ra, -gatp.ratnasabf~§:h.§.. sutra 55, p. 78. 

19 

"The soul (that received the grace) approaches the 
preceptor, gets the bonds sg.vered by the process of 
initiation, coalesces with Siva and att9-ins a sta.te 
of purity and serenityo" Svl!-:Y.aml?huvil, tJa"§I'8,tnas§ilgpl!:.h§; 
sutra 54, p. '?? "In the same way as the power of 
poison alone is held in check by mantras and the 
poison as such._,is not ...... eradicated , so is !!lala not 
destro

6
y ed. II K~, ~€!I.atJ.1asa"i-1erah("}. sutra 88, 

P~ 10 .. 
/ / 

"By association with Sivasakti the inherent potency 
of the soul is manife EiTed~-1 ts 'mala' having been burnt 
by the fire of d'lj{·s;i. Once the 1-~:;-t of the soul 
c~mos into conta-cT"-;\:ii th the povler of the grace of the 
Lord, the/soul has no more re .. birth by any bond." 
!:l.8:.:.tar~@;1 §_~~:!:.§.§li1~ sutra 73, p. 94~ 



46. 

48. 

49. 

50" 

51. 

~ /-

"Dlksa alone releases the soul from the extensive 
bOl'7{cr--=Ehat impedes the attainment of the sypreme goal 
and leads th~~soul to the lofty abode of Siva." 
§ylly..f1mbl}2:lL8.:, ~.t.np.sa~&E.aha sutra 69, p. 90. 

In order to enable the soul to be liberated from the 
triple bonds;of (~'1av_a..) ~, ~ and karmo. y and to 
realise the Sivahood inherent in him, knowledge flows 
from Sivaa" ~'31~..E.§, §ataratnasan~ 
sutra 2, p. 2. . 

.-

20 

Pauskara agama, quoted by commentator, §?t~l'_a.~lta_s_·an.ti.rah8:., p:9::r;-- -- -_ .... --

,-

!? .. yfuU1mbhl.lva, ~?:~.san.e;ra~a sutra 80, p. 101. . 
For a non~theological use of' the ex-oression 'aruJ.' .. --~-.. in the sense of gracious benevolenbe, of love that 
knows no barriers in the form of home, family, nation, 
etc., but is unconditional and universal in scope, 
seo j~JLil.!-;.t:!~EillJ eh. 25. There is no doubt that Urnapati 
utiliSf)s this notion with its dialectical relationship 
to httcan love as tlh~ basis of hiEl extended treatment 
of it in a tht~ological setting in T~ruarll..:tJ2~~l1. 



Chapter II 

THE THEOLOGICAL BASIS OF GRACE: GOD 

Umapati opens the Tiruarutpaym.l with a review of 
/ 

the Saiva Siddhanta concepts of God, souls and bondage. 

He then studies in depth that loving power of God to 

which the title ~ (grace) has been given. 

The title of the work is really in three parts, 

Xi:>;:,,!:!, ['-LuI and ~1}. Arul is grace J 2 and Tiru aru~ is 

Divine Grace~ or, more specifically, 'thE> Grace that 

blesses'. This immediately introduces the idea that grace, 

while fundamentally one, is seen in this work in two 

forms. The merciful, loving grace which blesses and 

rewards is tiru arul (apugr .. aha Sakti), t the grace which 

shows favour'. This is the aspect which, technically, is 

met in and after the encounter of the soul with its &lrg,. 

(See ChI 5~) However soul has to prepare and to be pre

pared for this encounter, and in this earlier stage grace 

appears in a concealed (}irQQF~~) forme) If God's action 

of bestowal of grace is Revelatory Grace, the condition 

prior to Godis action but which God alone again can fulfill 

is indicated by the expression of grace that works in a 
I} 

concealed form. 

Tiru ~ -- di.vine grace ~- is the love by which 

God rescues those who turn to Him. It is the Light which 
21 



ends the darl<:ness of bondage, and the liberation which 

bestows upon man the freedom of reunion with God. The 

central theme of Tiruarut.:29:xan is the path to awareness by 

means of tiru arul. -- -~-. 

~ means fruit or reward. Here it signifies 

the 'consequences' of Divine Grace. Thus one interpreta

tion of the title of the work is "the results, or conse-

quences~ of the outpouring of God's grace upon men". 

Another interpretation arises if we talee the form aru11. 

~ as suggesting that grace and consequences are used 

appos.i:t.ionally. We then get "The Divine Fruit, namely 

Grace H
• The validity of both these interpretations will 

bE.! f3e€:11 leiter :1:n this worJ<: t as Umapati works out his thesis 

that grace is both the means and the end of the spiritual 

life. 

Pa:li is the word usually used in Saiva Siddhanta 

for the concept of God e It implies the 'Absolutely 

~~ranscendent Supreme', 'That which is beyond all limi ta

tions' • In addition to r.a.:t~, Umapati uses a number of 

other words to reveal different aspects of. the God-nature. 

H 1 f '," th -- "d' .51 ' t 11 th I'" . e spears 0 l:aJ_ ,e Loy 1 era.y e a_~-pervaslve 

presence, ~, 'awareness' or 'consciousness' that per

meates everything as when he says 'He exists as co"nscious

ness f (a~iv8.k~o • • ni~k]~ll.~) e 6 tfirkl!El also suggests an 

intense idea of 'Being', -~ the Lord is, He permeates 

everything, everywhere, the whole world of spirit and 

22 



matter. The world is 'full' of Him, and He is inequalled 

over all. The expression Sat, occurring in v. 17, also 

suggests the idea of God as Being.? 

d .. - 8. t d Another war used lS Plran. Iral was neu er, an ----
the phrases used with it suggested impersonal transcen

dence, ;EiraQ, also meaning Lord, is masculine, and it is 
,/ 

used in contrast to Catti (8k. 8akti) the feminine princi-

ple, the dynamic facet of the Lord. rJran and .Qatti do 

not imply a duality, they are two aspects of one God. 9 

Umapati stresses this by his use of the phrase :QinnS!, milan, 

'the one who is not separate'. 

Tn the third verse def:lcriptive phrases illustrate 

both His t:::'anscendence B.nd His i.mmanence. "He is the 

greatest in honour" (~rumai); "He can pervade the smalles·t 

particle" (ffiIl]ma:!J .10 "He is unlimited grace" (Qe.raru~) .11 

Other words used are ~ (king or leader) -- used 

in a verse which refers to celestial beings,12 and avan 

(He) used in a phrase which stresses transcendence 

~ ~ tani (He Himself, A.lone)~l.3 In verse 9 His 

impartial love for all beings is brought out in the use of 

the word Cankaran (one who does good to everyone, without 

distinction). Often He is simply referred to as ar:.11l, 
~ 

emphasizing the equivalence between 'God -~ the means' and 

tGod ~- the end,.14 

The most theologically significant feature of Pati, 

and that with which Umapati begins his account, is 

2.3 



omnipresen~e " Umapati likens Him to the vowel 'a' J the 

initial letter of the alphabet which also pervades or 

permeates all letters and syllables. 15 Every letter in 

ita basic form includes 'a'. 'A' is the most fundamental 

and natural sound of speech, and the ground of the ma:htra 

illl!!l. Yet it is not only seen in syllabic combinations~ it 

can also stand alone. In this way it symbolises both the 

immanence and the transcendence of God, who is in a non-

dual relationship with all forms of life and is also 

transcendent. 

When 'at is comb3ned with the other letters, its 

presence is not ohvious. Just so Pati secretly permeates 

the world of life and even of lifeless forms. 'A' is the 

first of letters} Pati is the first, the beginning, the 

Creator, the One before all others. 

The simile must not be taken too far. 'Like f does 

not imply 'Identical with', and there is no suggestion 

that Pati i§. 'a', -- that language, even in its most seminal 

form, is,GOd$16 It is merely suggested that in certain 

respects the characteristics of the letter 'a' (referred 

to in Tamil as a 'soul-letter') can help us to understand 

the nature of divine immanence and transcendence. 

By stressing the absolute and supreme nature of 

God, the miracle of grace is emphasized. Despite His utter 

transcendence, God will reach out to man through graceo 
/ 

Saiva Siddh§:nta holds a strictly monotheistie view of God t 



yet the one God, Siva 7 is held to have two facets, Ci,Y§!!! 

and Catti~ Civam is viewed as the transcendent absolute, 

whilst Qatti is the immanent aspect through which grace 

flows to man. gattJ. is often spoken of as if feminine; 
,. 

as if the one God, Siva, had a masculine and a feminine 

side to His nature. This analogy is useful providing ii.; 

is not understood to imply dualism. Catti is not a tgod_ 
-" 

dess' attached to a 'god', Siva, 'she' is a part·of the 

divine nature of one absolute God. 17 
,. ~ 

In Salva Siddhiinta doctrine Siva is known as the 

Lord of the E,ancakrityas, the five .cosmic functions of 

resolution~ re-creation~ conservation, concealment and 
.. 18 a'f)solute graCGg 'He is the refUGe that ne'er depaY.'tsc t19 

These functions are all parts of the operation of grace, 

for they lead the soul out of bondage and towards libera-

tion. 
/ 

While Saiva Siddhinta rejects the concept of 

avata,ra (incarnation), 20 it is believed that God can assume 

any form at will, and that He sometimes appears even in 

human form for the enlightenment of His devotees. 21 Yet 

He is essentially bound within no one ±brm~2 since any form 

whatsoever, if taken literally as, for example, it is 

25 

taken in the doctrine of ~va.i;:~, would limit His transcen

dencee 23 

Transcendence is stressed again in vorse 6, where 

God is referred to as mel 0!JdY:"~1 J)JA..?-8:U, 'one who is 



./ 
devoid of someone above Him'. Siva is not 'a' god within 

the hierarchy of gods, He is 'the' God, the Supreme, the 

Absolute 1 the one without equal, who is completely apart. 

(rhe contrast with advaitic monism comes out clearly in 

this verse~ Souls are not a part of Pati, divided from 

their true identity only by illusion (l!llthya). They have 
I 

an f 1'ndi vid1J.ali t-y which is transcendentally conserved, 

thus accounting for plurality and precluding absorptions 

in God. Nevertheless, this plurality and diversity, 

although real, is so spanned by the unitive presence of 

God that it is also permissible to speak of the souls 

together 1 and even of the souls with God as constituting 

a unitYG 

In his atteD~t to allow the nature of God to show 

itself, Umapati stresses first transcendence, then iioma-

nence. Having just said that God is 'completely apart', 

he turns around immediately to add "but He is the very 

26 

inner Aware'ness of His devotees". To illustrate this close

ness he uses the analogy of heat in hot water,,24 

',1:hi8 is the first of a long series of analogies by 

which Umapati strives to allow the various attributes of 

the phenomenon of grace to show themselves through illus

trations from daily life. By use of the example of heat 

in hot water he tries to show the relationship of God to 

the universe. Hot water is permeated by heat; its nature 

as thot VJater 1 depends on heat, yet heat cannot simply be 



take'n out of the water as something separate from ito In 

just such a fashion God permeates the universeo The very 

nature of the universe rests on the fact that it is per-

meated by God, and o'ne can no more separate God from the 

universe than one can separate heat from hot water. 

Yet even while He is as close as heat to hot . 
water; He is also transcendent -- 'He is by Himself, 

exclusiveJ:y alone' 0 rrhis is the paradox which first ap-

peared in the Vedic hymn to the .l?urus~llG How can God be . 
both immanent and transcendent? The Vaisnavite concept of 

F.l.vatit§: stresses immanence, almost, it might seem, at the 
", 

expense of transcendence~ Saiva Siddha;nta. in rejecting 

27 

the §ya.tar~ concept, insists that inunanonce carried to that' 

extent would deny God's omnipotence and omnipresence • 
..-

rrhere is always, in Saiva Siddh§:nta, the idea of the 

9unplumbed depths', the idea that whilst God performs His 

cosmic functions, He is not totally absorbed in those 

functions 9 Something of Himself remains outside, beyond 

any possible reaching out by the mind of man. 

It is partly because of the regard for what might 
", 

almost be called 'limited immanence' in Saiva Siddha:nta 

that the theory of grace becomes so prominent. God is 

'never wholly a part of the world, thus it is only on ac

count of His grace that He condescends to help mankind. 

Even when he does help individuals i He almost always does 

so through tho mediation of a teacher (guru). Rarely 



does He enter the bonda[';8 of :form to give 'human' 

assistance~25 

In the final verse of the first chapter the pat-

tern of re-birth is compared to a disease, a disease for 

which God, through grace, provides the medicineo 26 But 

more than that. He Himself is said to be eternally pre

sent, the Absolute perpetually immanent in the form of 

Aware'nesse This Awareness appears to be more than mere 

cognition; it has overtones of feeling, of a sentience more 

primordial than knowledge, somr~thing that is deep within 

all forms of life, not only rational life. And this deep-

toned awareness within the soul is God. 
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Foo~rNo:rIES 

1. The definitive text of the work is available in the 
anthology of the lVIeykandar sastras. Two English 
translations have appeared, one by Je M. N. Pillai, 
~~1i:t:uvaruj:2ay:an of Umana ti S i v£.charyE:. (Dharmapuram, 
:I. 945; 1st ed., 1896), whfc!h gives the Tamil text, some 
commentary and a tspeaial note' on Ch. 6. The other 
appeared as part of the Introduction to G. U. Pope's 
Illiruvacakam (Oxford, 1900; 're'Drinted Univ. of Wadras, 
197T)."'1i"ile present work is based partly upon these 
two translations and mostly UDon a direct study of 
the text in the original Tamii, under the guidance of 
Dr. K 0 Sivaraman. 

2. The terminology of arll.:J:., as it was noted earlier 
(chapter 1 t note 51 Jis borrowed :from TiJZ.1dkl"u~, 
ch. 25. The real meaning of a1'u1 in '11 iruku1"ra1 is 
'gracious benevolence'. - .. - - - . -

3. r:f.1he nature of grace is examined more fully in Chapter 
LI-. In general the lead of' the text is followed in 
!naking USt;? of arul to cover both the anu&:1"aha and 
tirodlf8.11R functIoTls of grace $ However, i:n verse 85 
Umc;qJatThirnse.lf uses the term J;i.r.2S11ia:na (with refer
ence to the effects of !sarE2§: and Lflay"§:.)' 

L~. See lL Sivaraman, .2.l?a cit., p. 389. 

5. Jiruarutpay...an , v. 1 ~ 

6. In verse 7 again Umapati says: "To those devoted to 
him he is close nearby as in the form of inalienable 
conscjousness -- He whom even the celestials cannot 
espy.n Here the meaning is that he is manifest as 
saving knowledge (Revelatory Grace) to its special 
recipients, i.e. the devotees. The same Tamil word, 
arivu, is used to r:1Gan (i) consciousness or awareness, 
as'"""SYnonymous with cit or cit-sal:ti and also (ii) savi.ng 
knowledge (pati ::r..18.n~ in the form of a special 
dispensation or ~estowal. . 

Also v. 10, 'uladu' tQ..,iY.amil9:dt~" -- It exists beyond 
the pale of doubt:-
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9. See Chapter 4& 

11~ 

12~ 

13. 

14. 

15. 

:1.6. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Perarul is another word by which Umapati refers to 
.§l.!Bgr§Ji8. sakti. 

Jir}lary-tnaY§l2, v. 8. The pronominal form ivan is used 
in contradistinction in the text to refer to the soulE 

This concept is also discussed on pages 70 and 85. 

This verse closely parallels the opening verse of the 
2.:~Iul~kur2.1, a work whose form Umapati has followed in 
this work. 

In this respect the theological position of the system 
stands in contrast to the well-known Indian philosophi
cal theory of language that f<iP2.a is Br.a,hm8.;Q(I 

This is iconographically expressed by the art form of 
a 'half-female' (ardha n~~). 

The Pm1cakrityas and their reJation to grace were 
described in the note on the sataratnasa,n,gr.ahq in 
Chapter 1. . 

~J.:.r1l a1'u t12aYllll , v • 4 • 
/' 

Siva na-na siddhi. parauakkam (Pillai's trans1ation), 
Verses27f-30t ;Where-tfi.8"Vaisnava theological doctrine 
of avat.!r~ is systematically refuted. 

I,1any such appearances are recounted in the Pe~ 
~a;nams which tells of the 1ives of the Tamil saints. 

"By the mere will he is capable of creating ~ sustaining 
and dissolving the entire unbrerse. He presents him
self in certain forms before the devotees just to 
help them in their endeavour to comprehend Him, which 
they otherwise cam10t do VIi th their infirm mind, a 
,:.tiny instruf;f1snt of very limited powers. If Umapati, 
~atpasangra~, commentary, p. 880 

"The gg.§.l!)llS speak about His form which is intended 
only to serve as an object (of worship) for the 
devotee. In fact his hands and feet, eyes and head 
and all his limbs are ever"Tv/hore (in the form of the 
universe) • ~~~, ful"~.aJ::fltnasaf?£X8:.ha~i commen-
tary, p. 896 .. 



25. 

26. 

..... ' 
ACC01:d:i.-ng ·to Sai v"a Siddh~i.nta, Sj~~va has l1j_'ne fnrms 8 

Four of these are non-concrete, four are concrete, 
and one is nei·thar conerete nor non-concrete. ~[,he 
two highest forms are §iva forms; next come two ~Gkti 
forms. Next the Siva linrY8.m. The concrete forms are 
rilattheshvara p the cen-tral rOJ~m of most of the iCOTwgra= 
nhy of §aivi3m~ 2.nd the S.flrl.-vir-blll. form8~ Arulnandi 
s6iy'aCha,rya, Siv?-~'1n?:.. S2:..1.d}'1).ya .. :(: Supakkam 162 f, 
2 '-I- ff. 
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While there are some cases in the Periva PurIrnam 
where God is said to have aF~)earedj:nliUi'nan formf even 
here He usually appeared:in divin.e form. For his later 
devotees, He always ap:pearE:~d in spirit v through a 
humarl ~~, rather than Himself tal::ing on bodily form. 

J'na1:ametacchivnksm?:ttU? .. ill gnp::rha[latpahl1e..fll.ism 
ParJ.namasu}l;:h8JYJ sV8.du. V:L8e3.Uunad9,r~1:)K::l.m e 

'Talce-ye-th5_s--!ne'dicinal herb-of-]5:nowled.ge good to the 
~0U1 ~lh~t ~rnwn J'~ t'l'G fi~l~ o~ ~;V~ rl'l~l'" ·l~nlO~le\a.'pe ,tJ~ ..... __ ••. ~.,._ ... .....;, •• ~<I."'-' .,L_ V J. __ ~ ..!- ~"!"'vc... .... & .lJ.. i.:l .\.J.j i, 0 

which has certain npec5_al traits (like cO'nf'erring 
~.mmortali ty) will turn ambrosial at the end e ' 

§.at.~~~~D&, VI> 5, po 7. 



Chapter III 

THE CONCOMITANTS OF' GRACE2 SOULS AND BONDAGE 

Grace requires a besto'wer, and in the previous 

chapter we have seen something of the immanent-transcendent 

nature of Pati, who is the source of grace. There must 

also be a recipient of grace, and this brings us to the 
./ 

Saiva Siddha:nta doctrine of the soul. 

Umapati uses two words to convey the concept here 

tra:nslated as t soul'. Most commonly he uses }!yir, which 

comes from the verb 'to breathe'. He also uses a'[;hf 

meani.ng wind, or vapour. Thus, as in the case of the 

Sa.lJ.skrit work, J2ra:na, the concept is' closely tied to the 

idea of 'vital breath'. 

He opens with a discussio'n of souls in general t 

and speaks of !!l§:Q uyi..r.l5.al, the eternal souls, 1 for Sai va 

Siddha:nta teaches that souls retain their core of identity 

throughout eternity.2 Their plurality is stressed by 

comparing their number to 'the days in which people were 

born and in which they will be born in the future t ,3 a 

phrase which carries the implication of tan infinite 

number' • 

The eternal 'i'ndividuality' of souls underlies the 

Siddha:ntic theology of the non-dual relationship between 

God and man. ~~he monist theory of the ultimate identity 
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of God and soul is rejected in favour of a concept which can 

best be expressed as rnot one, not two, but two inseparably 

linked to form one'. Thus it is taught that the soul in 
4, . . 

liberation reaches the 'feet of the Lord', wh~ch 1S a 

poetic way of saying that it does not become absolutely one 

with Him. It retains just enough individuality to enable 

it to worship Him throughout eternity. 

The question as to whether the soul must, or 

indeed can, make any preparation for the receipt of grace 

is one of considerable theological obscurity. Umapati 

seems to suggest5 that some form of expression of readi-

ness is required. The paradox is stated thusl To those 

that shall not approach or draw near him He is (as it 

were) without goodness; to those that approach Him he is 

good. This is so despite the fact that He 'is Himself 

without attachment or aversion. As his name 'cankara' con-

notes, he is one who does good to all. In this verse we 

read narrninarkku "to those who approach Him". This is 

not thought of as a 'physical' approach, but rather what 

might be termed a 'turning in empathy'. It implies the 

closeness of friendship or love; a willingness to accept 

another's influence; a willingness to allow someone to 

'reach through' in friendship. It is clear that the soul 

can in no sense 'demand t grace, yet it must by some means 

express an openness, a yearning. As will be seen shortly 

in the discussion of that aspect of grace which acts in a 



concealed fashio'n~ this openness may itself be the result 

of an inward action of grace p worl{ing to provide for the 

soul those experiences which slowly and imperceptibly lead \ 

to the end of bondage. By some means the soul must show 

its readiness. Then the full bounty of grace will be 

available to it. 

In verse 11 souls are referred to as turan.:t:O~ 

iurappo!:, r those that have renounced and those that vJi11 

renounce'o Just what they have renounced is not stated, 

but linking verses nine and eleven, it might seem that the 

soul must rt'3nOUll.Ge its ego-self in order to turn towards 

God~ If this is true, overcoming o'ne' s ego sense is a 

discipline that must become one's way of life as a 

'secular: preparation for entering a life of spirit • 
./ 
Saiva Siddha:nta sees no class distinctions for the 

receipt of grace~ As was mentioned in the first ohapter, 
/ 

the Saivite saints were drawn from all walks of life. 

The name Cankat'8 .... n, as was noted earlier, means 'one who 

does good to all, wit1l2..'!J.! <j.is,ti}~~t).on' t 6 (emphasis added) 

and all may receive grac(} if they are ready for it. There 

is no hint of a '.doctrine of the elect t • God has plaoed 

the potentiality for openness to grace within every soul, 

but each individual must recognise for himself the power of 

God within himo It is part of the meaning of divine grace 

that it does not force itself upon those who are not ready 

to benefit by it; rather it connives in all possible ways 
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to bring about a voluntary acceptance of the need for grace. // 
/ 

Having considered the 'eternal souls' in general, 

Umapati next turns to the role of the individual soul. 7 

He opens on a note of sarcasm, stressing the sou1 1 s limited 

intelligenee and pointing out that soul has apparently 

little knowledge beyond what it can receive through the 

! 

\ 

five senses. It may have a limited amount of self-knowledge, 

but what about knowledge of reality? How can it hope to 

intuit God? 

However, having criticised the soul for its limi

tations, he then goes on to explain the crucial role which 

Saiva Siddh~inta in fact ascribes to the soul in its theology.8 

For this poor~ limlted soul :i.s in fact em essential channel 

of tJommu:nicatio'n between God and the universe. For God is 

consciousness and light; and 'absolute bondage' is inani-

mate darkness, and between the two is the '<'lorld of matter. 

Light can never meet darkness, for where there is light 

darkness cannot remain. The world of matter is not con-

scious, so it cannot know the difference between light and 

darkness. Only the soul of man can link these three. Man, 

despite his obvious limitations, has a crucial role in the 

cosmos, for he can become aware of light; and, in doing so, 

he can become aware of darl;:ness as bondageo Once he is so 

aware, he can move out of darkness towards the light, 

through a series of experiences made possible for him by 

the action of concealed grace. Man is thus the sadaB,at, 



the lin1{ between light and darkness, intelligence and non-

intelligence, 'being' and 'non-being'. 

A consequence of the importance of this sadasat. 

role is that life in the world assumes a considerable 
.; 

importance for the Salva Siddrla:ntin. For it is in the world 

and through his life in it that he fulfills his cosmic 

purpose of linlcing God and the world of inanimate forms. 

The world is therefore not something to be regretted and 

rejected, but the stage on which is outpoured God's grace 
.... 

to man and man's love for God. Saiva Siddha:nta looks for 

a transformation of the world through grace 9 rather than a 

cognitive cancellation of the world as illusion. Even the 

idea of the f commu'nl:ty' remains, in the idea of the company 

'" of Saivite saints, which as the ideal defying actualities 

embodies a vision of potential humanity in relation to the 

goal of grace. 

But the s~~at relationship is no partnership_ 

Man left to himself would remain blind a'nd in darkness. 

It is grace that reaches out to him and prompts him to 

play his cosmic role. Having started him on his way Grace 

then sustains him, through all the learning processes of 

gradually awakening intellect, till it fina.lly bestows its 

o .... m light upon him in the bliss of the non~c1ual reunion. 

Souls are not all at an e~lal level of spiritual 
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developmentp Three stages are me'ntionod here, differentiated 

by the levels of bondage involved 9 Some souls are said to 



be in the .~9)cala state t a state in which they are subject 

to all three forms of bondage y am~t the primary bondage 

of darkness and mental blindness; !s§l1l1§!;, -Ghe bondage of 

deeds, which is directly and immediately responsible for 

~~J'.~F.!:' the pattern of never-ending re-birth; and ma.:.~, 

the bondage of the world of material forms e At this 

2~a level the soul is barely conscious of God, and it is 

at this point that concealing grace, operating through 

karma ---
- - 10. . and ~§;t fJ.rst brJ.ngs the soul to t-v.rn towards 

God. other souls exist who are bound by only two forms of 

bondage t anavGJ: and k~I.ffi§:, and still others who haVE! only . 
1-' , " f - :11 \,ne pruliary Donaagc o· §~r~lavs. 

, -" '" 

":that .. in- Sai:va Siddhanta this-appears as the ailtithes-1is '.: of 

grace ~ 12 A:nav~ !lli11§;1 (li.tera.lly dirt ~ impurity, that which 

befouls everything with which it comes i:n contact) f is the 

primary da:r.kness from which the soul seeks liberation in 

the light of grace. ~.navt?:. infects every soul, it is . 
eternal and tco-existent· with God. 1) 

UmaTIati r S discussion of illl..~ in Ch. 3 is of 

extreme im:t;>ortanee, since he was the first to explore fully 

'" the significance of the Salva Siddha:nta concept of an_ay~ . 
in relation to gra.ce doctrine. According to the 'Saiva 

!gA!.il~ view, God was not the creator of malaa It exists, as 

it were t t1.n0!'iginated, 1.4 holding men in the bondage of 

darkness. God, through His cosmic processes, provides man 
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with the means of overcoming mala by the conscious steps of 

the spiritual life. 

To illustrate the concept of mala, Umapati first 

compares it to actual physical darkness. 15 Just as darkness 

can make it impossible for the eye to distinguish individual 

objects,16 so mala conceals from our minds the true nature 

of things. However, this analogy has its limitations. 

Darkness a.ffects only 011e of the five senses, it limits 

sight, but not the other senses of touch, smell, hearing 

and taste. It is also wholly without value overtones of 

good' and bad, right and wrong. By comparison, mala is a 

much more subtle 'darkness'. 

It is a 12.:t-l1 blindness of the mind, so that a 

pe:C80n is not' aware that he is blind" At least one can 

7see' physical darkness, even if the darkness itself pre

vents one from seeing anything else. ~ is so insidiOUS 

that there is no 'Nay that we can know it or sense it 

whilst bound by it. Only at the moment of release from 

bondage in moJ~ can the soul hope to become aware of what 

it has been liberated frO!!la17 

To illustrate further the idea of the soul as 

'blind but ignorant of its blindness', Umapati compares 

it to the oVll~ 18 An owl C8.n see in near-darkness, but is 

dazzled by daylight. .Just so the soul , limited by th(~ 

darkness of a:n~.Y§:., can only see the world of material forms, 

and thus imagine s that this is all that thel)e is to be seen. 
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Soul in its bound state cannot 'see' the light of grace, for 

it would be dazzled by such unaccustomed light. 

It is because of the subtlety of mal~ that man is 

so totally dependent upon the grace of God. There is no 

way that he can t come to grips I with maJ&, either percep

tually or even through 'thinking f (unaidedly). Hence he 

must rely on outside help in the form of grace if he is 

ever to escape from bondagee A child imprisoned from 

birth in a windowless room can have no inkling of the world 

outside. Only when, someone leads him out of the room will 

he be able to l:now the outside world and also, in retro-

spect t concei~e of the nature of his earlier deprivation. 

Saiva Siddh~1.nta teaches that a.nava is never absent . 
from souls ~ Irhe1'8 is no moment when initially-pure man was 
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put into bondage. Man exists in darkness, and he has always 

existed in darkness. Irhis darkness is not to be thought 

of as some active 'power of evil', but as an inert absolute,19 

a factor which marks the absolute limit of the possibility 

of man being separated from God. 

The one hope for man, who is apparently lost in 

darkness, Jies in the fact that together with darkness in 

his soul there exists the potentiality to respond to light. 

Sorl1ewhere in his nature there is that something which makes 

him not §:£la:!:. but !2adasat. It is this potentiality for 

acting as a bridge bet,veen Pa ti and the world that make s it 

possible for grace, in its concealed form~ and acting 



through maya, to bring man to a point where he can identify 

vlith the full light of Divine grace. 

I'n a further illustration of mala, Umapati com-

pares it to an unfaithful wife. 20 The concept of soul as 

the husband is intended to bring out mala's dependence on 

soul. Al though we talk of soul as be ing 'in bondage to 

.!!.§.1a:', in fact it is not clear that mala could exist without 

a soul. (Any more than a common cold could exist·without 

a person to have the cold.) Mala is a primordial inert 

entitY1 but is activated only in relation to man. The 

unfaithfulness of 'Lady darkness' emphasizes the fact that 

Ql.§.],a is forever deceiving the soul as to its true nature. 

Withou.t the enchainment of !'lala, man would be liberated 

for his true role as a devotee of God. 

Having seen the workings of mala, the question 

rema.ins as to whether it is in fact an inseparable part of 

the soul. 21 On the one hand, if ~ is not inherent in 

the soul, the'n why doe s the soul suffer? On the other hand, 

if mala is an inseparable part of the soul, how can it be 

removed without the destruction of the soul? This poses 

a central problem for the whole Saiva Siddhanta grace 

doctrine. If mala is the 'antithesis' of grace, then soul 

cannot be possessed hy both grace and ~ at the same 
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time. If it is presumed that mala is eternally in the soul, 

(and it has already been shown that mala has no beginning),12 

then if sou.l is to awaken to light, mala rnnot give place 



to grace. Is this conceivable? 

One explanation appears to be that lYr..ala is like 

the husk of a fruit. When the fruit is unripe, the husk is 

close~shut around it, and light cannot reach it. When the 

fruit is ripe, the husk falls off naturally, leaving the 

fruit to perfect its ripening process in the light and air. 

Another interpretation is given by Umapati in 
/ 

Satar..§.j;nas~raha, v. 88@ Here he poses the questions I 

What happens to mala as a result of dik§a? Is it separated 

from the soul, destroyed, or concealed? His answer is that 

it is none of these things. "Just as the heat of fire can 

be made ineffective by mantras though the fire may still be-

there, so the potency for evil in mala can be contained, 

though the mal~ may still be there in the soul that is free. 

The ~8.kti of !!).al .. ~ alone is taken away, and in this light 

it is said that mala is severed from the soul.,,23 

However, just as the ripening of one fruit does 

not cause the universal destruction of all husks, so the 

awakening of one soul to God-consciousness does not 

'destroy' mala. 25 

This emphasizes another important aspect of 

Siddhanta grace doctrine. Mala is not destroyed by grace. 

OCala is icc-existent' with grace, and the opposition of 

light and darkness is an essential characteristic of the 

cosmos. However, grace brings the individual soul out of 

darkness into light, so that in ail individual's case §:.~ . 
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is cast aside in reunion with God. For the universe as a 

whole, hovvever, darkness must remain, or there could be no 

struggle, and no triumph; no growth or development of souls. 

All would be merely an inert mass, confronting an unreachable 

God. 26 

Darkness and light are the two forces governing the 
..,. 

universe t and Saiva Siddhanta sees the confrontation between 

them as being resolvable only through the individual soul. 

Darkness is eternal and everlasting.. Light will stand 

against it and, through its activity, draw the individual 

soul out of darkness into the bliss of light. However, 

even in the !P.!!:!.& state, when closest to grace, the soul 

must be on guard against slipping back into darkness. 

Umapati illustrates the cosmic confrontation as 

follows. Although darkness cannot be overcome except by 

the light of day, nevertheless a lamp. can dispel many of 

the problems resulting from darkness. He suggests that the 

soul does hot awaken directly from darkness to light27 but 

- - 28 th.'lt ~, the agent of the power that conceals, serves 

as the lamp to first awaken the soul and dispel a little 
~ 

of its darkness. From here it can go on the the apprehension 

of full light. 
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FOOTNOTES 

~~TIayaD.' vv. 2 & 9. 

If the soul were to be only one as the Advaitins claim, 
then the attainrnent of salvation by a person would 
im:ply that the soul that was in a state of bondage 
till then was now released. • • • Further, the attain~ 
ment of release by one would involve release of the 
entire creatures which means the end of worldly 
life. • • • The conclusi.on that there are myriad 
§ouls is therefore inescapable. \I B.9-t~~.Qg]igan!...~,_ 
§.8.t8':.r.?-tn?-p_~grah..~, p. 34. 

tri_~a:t:utp.?::L~l' v. 11 f ':pl.1:.;'11\!.~?.1 Q1:91}!£l I?irak}qgnnal t . 
The Siddhantin symbolism of moksa as 'reaching the feet 
of the l.ord t is beautifully exp!'8"ssed in the opening 
hymn of r,i8J1ikkavachakar's ,?:Vuvachaka:.!!!8 

Hail the Foot of Him who has become 
~:he Agamas and \iho does sweetly bide I 
Hail the Foot of the Om~, the Not One and the 

Inu'l1anent Lord 
Victory to the Foot of the King Who calmed 
The storm within the soul and made me His! 

Lines 5 - 9 

Tiruvachakam, Chennamalleswarar and Chennakesavaperumal 
Devasthanam -(r;ladras, 19.58), p. 1. 

'II i Y.'D.aru tp axaJ2 _._------- , v. 9 

1]1 i 1"1..1 '17'1) t-,-,pvan 
..:.':.. .. ~.:;:.< •. ~,!.s~_..L:'~~_ 'J v • 9. 

litua~a;y:?-!2 , v. 14. 

:1~1}~y"81'~]3.11 J v. 16~ 

Xi-.!:u ~1.:!~tQ§:y-illl , vv. 16-1.8. 

See below, p.L~ 7 



11. Those bound by two forms of bondage are known as 
l2E.alayp.kala..§., th?~~ havi£1g only the primary bondage of 
anava are the vi~·nanaJ.;:alas. Commentary on the 
~,aratnasa!\gl'Ma-;'-p:-3~ 

1.2. 

"'7 L ~ 

18. 

19. 

20. 

23. 

Grace 8.nd grace alone tliberates' the soul from soul's 
bondage but in the process i"l:; 'stimulates 9 the bonds 
to actic·n if only ultimately to wear them out or 
bring them to a condition of readiness to fall off~ 
See below, puJ+7 

The Drecise sense of this 'co-existence', which does 
not ~ompromise the absoluteness of God is discussed 
in KG Slvaraman~ QQ. cit., ppo 415 ff. 

T.iru~~'paiL~n, v. 24, in ..(£2-31 ~ !'Jd!!:.~ iru1, 'Unti.l 
today darkne ss remains';-; 

'Nought stand2 out as 'thi8' save what is darko 
Such is the na·t;ure of darkneB8, of f transforming' all 
things into one homog~l1f:e.C'4lS mess! :J.~~_r:-u§:r.g.1P.~Y.011~ v. 22. 

C':! ~I':\ M!' ~,' t 'y." '--""" "t ... ,. - "t- 52 11'h ~'"',..,. -l'l~ . d . "" b rrh"'-
, ... ;i,:)c .;.~2~!£=_ln·:,'8:Jl:.?::f':' v. .~ J \,".e1. e .. 8 1 ea L:> roue,. lJ 

out somewhat obliquelys the bod'y }"nows not anything; 
thi:1 (bodiless) soul knovJS not a thing; things them·· 
selves (:n,t! non·-inteJ.ligent as they are) J know '.not 
each other. Who, then, knows them? 

K. Sivaraman, on. cit. "The Impurity is inert and 
the soul already a -vIctim of it can exercise no 
freedom or knowledge to dispel it." P. 132. 

~P~T:..:Y._§..rytp~~n, v. 25. Irhe idea of unfaithfulness is 
elaborated to moan (i) promiscuity in relationship and 
-( ii) nn utter intractability even to its 1m-vfuI 
spouse givin~ no inkling of its nature to it and thus 
perpetrating a complete ~liet to it. 

"1. 24. 

2'-1-, ~rhe role of concealed grace, '\'IOJ:'l:ing through karma 
and n1.:g,Y:8. in bringinr:: a'bout this 'ripening t w.iJJ~be 
discussed in the next chapter. 



"That great beginningless and imperishable (anava) 
~~ though one, pertains to all-individual s6uls in 
the form of a certain potency (~'lkti) which is nUl
lified individually at the ripe-moment and hence is 
c;lescribed as one having many potencies." [~rEl' 
2.0.-.taratl)§.sanfLaha, p. 38. 

26. "The soul is bound (by n8.sas) with a view to facili= 
tate the soul in getting exnerience (bhukti); if 
there \vere to be no bond J the soul cannot have any 
experience. So long as the soul is not associated 
w1th a b9dy, the soul cannot get any experience." 
Kirana, Sataratnasahgr~ha sutra 40g., p. 115. . " 

27. Earlier Umapati had used the illustration Or" the owl 
which cannot see in daylight, to show that the soul 
might be blinded by a direct and sudden confrontation 
with light. 

28. !!;aya is seen here in terms of the soul and its trap
pings of body and sense s • Vlhile in many ways body 
and senses limit the soul, yet they can, if used 
aright, help the soul in its search for light. 
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Chapter IV 

PHENOIVIENOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE DOCTHINE 
OF GRACE (t\RUL) . 

In the opening verse of his chapter on sg-J&h (grace) 1 

Umapati makes very clear the special role which he sees for 
I 

grace in Saiva Siddhanta. Just as, for the worldly indi-

vidual, nothing is of greater importance than the object 

of his worldly desires, so, for the soul who has turned to 
2 God, nothing is of greater importance than grace. Most 

systems 'would have focused upon rn.oksa (liberation) as the . 
end sought by man. Umapati phrases his goal as 'grace' 

since, for him, 'the-grace-which··unites-wi th-God' is what 

is of supreme importance. Moksa and grace are to all --.-
. . I. . - 3 J.ntents and purposes synonymous J.n Salva Slddhanta. The 

soul seeks liberation from b011,dage tr~l£h grace. Grace 

is both the means and the end. God's grace both leads 

tbe soul towards its destiny in unton and also cOl1.sti tutes 

the union sought by the soul. It is grace which provided 

the tiny lamp of awareness to relieve the darkness of the 

soul in its ke..Y..~l?: state t 4 and it is the same grace which 

reveals itself as the Absolute Light when darkness is 

rendered fit for removal. 

Umapati sees grace as roan's ultimate concern. 5 

At an earlier stage of development wealth and power may 
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have appeared as the supreme objectives, but in the spiri-

tual stage of development, grace is man's one and only 

objective. Thus he brings to this quest the same drive 

that he earlier devoted to the acquisition of wealth and 

powerG 'What is to be sought is the openness to grace in 

the form of a devoutness and total surrender to God, which 

marks the end of soul's captivity in darkness. 

While arul is in reality the name for the whole 
~~. 

action of ~~ the dynamic, immanent aspect of God, 

the theology of £aiva. Siddha:nta spealm of it in two parts. 

Umapati uses only the one word, 6 a1"1.:1.l, 'but distin@,"uishes 

between ar~,l' s general functions in the world as a whole, 

1 • °d .. • J' .~. + 7 VUlere ~t a~ s all l,nd~ vj.dual GOU.8 III an lnCllrec" way J 

and its ultimate function as that which unites the soul and 

God. 

In verse 32 Umapati compare s E.J'.lt~ to the sun, the . 
light that is necessary for life to continue. 8 'llhis empha

sizes the relationship between karma (action) and grace. 

Ji§:.rrr!§:. is often seen as an aspect of bondaGe, man acts and 

so traps himself in the web of ~.am(?.§~ (the cycle of births 

and deaths). Umapati sees kal ... .:n.8.: in a more positive role; 

as a:n essential step towards grace. 9 For only by good 

action can man overcome the bondage of the past and improve 

his state. Jl.t this level §l:.-ql is free to alL J'ust as the . 
su.nlight aids in the performance of both g(Wcl. deeds and 

bad, grace ~ working through l~arrna, appears tc encourage 
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. . 10 all deeds 1.n a general encouragement of actlon ~! ~. 

Some souls are able to use the light to perform actions 

that will help them to climb upwards towards bliss. Others 

will use the same light for deeds that will trap them more 

firmly in samsara. 

It is this impartial, indirect operation of grace 

which leads to its being referred to as tJ.x:.o.dh~1}.§; 

(concealed)11 in the early stages of' sou1 9 s development. 

Later it will reach man 'openly' (through the ti!:!!B),12 but 

in the earlier stages it merely provides the o"Q,l?ortunili 

for soul to act in a responsible fashion. ':'he soul must 

i tselX' proceed, th::cough acts of wor:;~hip and devotion 'co 

God (6iva PUl;Wa) to worli: towards the point where its 

Kapm8~ (i~ee the sum total of its ego-centered and altru-

istic deeds) become s balanced. When this point i.e rea.ched 

the bondage is held to be 'ripe' and will fall away 

naturally from the liberated soul. 13 

$j;nc6"arul: may ,be f concrealed-Tfrom, a. soul in'the 

Kevala state by sheer:· lack -of -'understamhng, Umapati' ,

ha:s l':l.-ext :'to ' face-the -,problem~; UHoljv can the soul t3ver 

come to understand its n(;,~ed for grace '?II Body is matter, 

and thus will J:tE?VGl' knO'N anything ; its 'knowledge is 

limited to sense perceptions. Soul is capable of learning f 

'but cannot leal~l1 unaided. Only if God, who is knowledge t 

chooses to teach the soul, will it learn4 Because of the 

inherent ]j.mitations of both body and eoul, mall is totally 



dependent upon grace. And grace will come to him -- first 

under the guise of the operation of grma and maya, and 

later directly through a gu,r)l. 

Having snG'l1fl that man cannot know God except through 

the grace of God,Umapati proceeds to illustrate the action 

of aru~ by means of analogYe This is one of his special 

contributio'.:.1.s to Saiva Siddhanta~ rrhe saints had sung of 

the experiential joy of aru~~ Umapati tries, by·means of 

a phenomenological approach, to let the action of grace 

in the world 'show itself' through analogy. 

The essential point that he wants to bring home 

through his analogies is that the soul is surrounded by 

gr'ace constantly, it is simply soul's blindness that makes· 

it unaware of grace. He compares it to a fish, swimming 

in a sea of milk, still hunting for food 1)ecause it is 

unaware that milk itself is food. il-!-

Again he compares soul to a traveller, walking 

along a road s
15 so absorbed in himself that he does not 

notice ;::~omeone approaching to help him. 16 Just as there 

is a soul within us which is more than, and ay>art from, 

our five senses, though we may live our lives without being 

aware of it, so within the soul again there is the power 

of God (gatt~J, His grace, always potentially available 

to help us.. This Ca:ttt. is always ready to nUdf:8 UG towards 

a right action that Vlill truly brine; us out of darkness, 

yet it is not a 'controller' or ruler, in the sense of 
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infringing dr.dbe freedom of the soul as an agent. It does 

not malee the decisions for the soul J but merely helps the 

latter towards right action when the soul is open for it. 

A similar parallel is drawn from a man walking. 17 

Few people as they walk every day give a thought to the 

power of gl"'avi ty that holds them to the earth and makes 

walking possible; or to the structure of the earth's surface 

that supports them. In the same way men can live their 

daily lives without being conscious of the power of grace 

that sustains them. The world of material forms is seen 

and tal-cen for granted, without man realising that the se 

1 everyday I theings are themselves both grace and a means 

to Grace if used aright. 

Some men are not totally unaware of grace, in 

fact they are seeking it, but because they do not under-

sta'nd it they fail to realise that it is within themselves. 

Umapati draws the analogy with a man who, standing on top 

of a hill and looking up, c0n1111ains that he can:.rlOt see the 

, • '1 'I 18 fiJ .. L", • These are the tragic people, for, as Umapati says, 

'those that have been lost to the understanding of grace 

••• are indeed lost to themselves.' v. 37. Grace is 

within us, the life of the eternal element within man. If 

we fail to understand that we have lost the key to our 

existence. 

Umapati has 'now shown UG two types of men, those 

who are totally unaware of grace; and those who are aVl8..1"e 



of it but are lost because they are seeking it in the wrong 

place. A third type is the Belf -·deluded. The man who ' 

thinks that salvation depends upon himself, 'and that he is 

the sole author of his actions. Umapati compares him to 

a man Vlh.O complains that it is still dark after daybreak, 

unaware of the fact that he is himself blind. 19 
. 

The answer to all this blindness and delusion is 

just to stay still. To 'hear with undistracted mind,.20 

Grace is right there beside us, around us, ours to enjoy. 

Only we ourselves really deprive ourselves of it. The 

final analogy is drawn from a cat sitting beside a jug of 

'I' 21 lnL K. The cat has only to drink the milk that is there 

in front of it, in order to be fully satisfied. Ins-cead, 

it spots em insect on the jug, strikes at it, and spills 

the mille. In the same way the soul has only to listen to 

the promptings of grace which is around it and within it. 

Inl:iteac1 it runs off after small pleasures, and by selfish 

action it binds itself time after time to the round of 

Thus tied up in its own blind conceit, the soul 

drifts. Ul:1apati describes it as 'empty' C:v.e..r~i:r:) for 

it has no goal, and consequently, no motivation. So many 

timeS Wt~ must come back to the question whether grace is 

sOfnething to be sought or e;iven, and in this chapter 
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Umapati seems to draw once more the delicate balance between 

the two. Grace is always available, he has stressed that 
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heavily, -- the sea of milk, the friend on the road, the 

jug of milk;- but man has the freedom to acknowledge it or 

ignore ".!.. 
l u. If he wants it, he must recognise it for him-

self. A.r.u~ (grace) will put the jug of milk (bliss) right 

down in front of the cat (soul) , but it will not force the 

cat to drink. The cat is still free to knock over the milk 

jug if it chooses to prefer the insect (worldly pleasures). 
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FOO~~i\!OTES 

~lhroughout this work I have used t grace t as a trans
lation of arul. r('his is meant in the sense in 'which 
grace was defined in the first paragraph of Chapter 1, 
i.e. 'the power of God that awakens, teaches and loves'. 

"In the same manner as the mind of embodied soul is 
always engaged in sense objects, so the mind of the 
r(:3deern~d soul is engaged in the supramental. pure state." 
Sa!,vajnanottara, Sataratnasa!2:.~f v. 8.3, p. 103. 

/ 
This is expressed in the Siv~_~n}ina BodJl@...Q!, sutra 10, 
whic}".!. ..... states that: "r1'he moment vJhen the soul realises 
that Siva has a11'lays Btood in an advaita relation with 
itself and that Siva has been and is thereby the 
Prime·ufiover of all, and when the soul accordingly 
makes it;3 adjustment by surrendering itself t9 His will, 
~inav2't Ii~"lya and karma 'vvill go. II J. H. Piet, Sai va 
_~,. .. --.....e.__ __~~.... _ .. ___ ( ) __ _ 

S:l(I('l.~lanta Philosophy L1adra.s I 1952 • -.--...~. __ ,_ ... ,..,, ______ ~_.;.;.J..!.. .. 

Tir'!).a::~utpavan, v. 31, 'There is nothing greater than 
grac?~- illthe-world} ,to be the object of a man f s desire. if 

In v. 35 he uses tirodhana, but it is there used to 
ir.:}Jly the corr.bined efTe-GFs' of karma and m%y.§:, a special 
:function of concealed grace. Elsewhere he alv;ays 
use s arlJ.l. ---. 

v. 32. 

3y cor,:~)ar:i.nG 8,rul to the sun, Umapati str7sses again 
h.'!.s CGnCf~Dt of -=-t11e im-oartiali ty of God. Sai va 
Siddh5.nta- is not a thE!O:::'Y of the elect. The sun shines 
on 8.1'_ a1i1:c, but di:fferon:t men ['lake different uses 
of its licht. S im:i.larly grace is availc.lole to all, 
·;:;l-:'o1.tr;!1. l:;an is left VIi ih the :freedom to choose \..,hether 
to avail himself of it. 

9. As ~"Xl v. ~nt where l~r:18~1 l:iJce r:l~~, is equated with 
f tI~e la((:1) 1 ~ 



10. That this is 'grace' may be seen when it is compared 
to the state of inaction which is the lot of the soul 
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in the kevC!l.~ state. - Any deed is better than inaction. 

11. tlThis I,akti of ;/iva brings ;3.bout a transformation in 
the nature -of the several iaktis of anava until that 
power is exhausted and when'by r:1eans o~rrts light. 
comparable to the light of the sun, i.t brings about 
enlightenment to the soul,then it is called the 
penevolent. ': I.;r~.9.-~ aga[il.§: quoted by Umapati, 
~~atna~raha, pp. ~·1-2. 

12. The appearance of the guru on the scene marks the 
moment of grace reaching man 'ouenly'. The role of 
gUl"'ll v,rill be discussed in the next chapter. 

13. The emphasis on worship may in part be a criticism of 
the yoga schools which maintained that man could attain 
liberation by his own unaided efforts. 

i tt m" 31 r ~ lllJl§.£·~:~,:oa~9. , v. -I- • 

1.5. The E~};:J:Y§l_.,R~lr..~D.f0:! tells how St. Appal" Vlas going to 
Pa.ine;ili, iI'ihe • sun was hot; the Saint was tired and 
worn out with fatigue. Yet he staggered on vd th a 
will to see God in the temple. The merciful Divine 
came as a way-farer and b~O~g~lt. him ~nt~ ~ cool ~rove. II 
Bharati, The,.Grand Epic OI Sal.V1Sm (riladra;:;, 1970) ~ 

16. ,?: i rU3d1l:ClJaxan , v. 35. 

17. T irutg .... 1J:cpAY.:an, v. 36. 

18. ,'Ij.. ruaru tuaya.Q. s v. 37~ 

19. Tir~~t@.y~aA' v. 38. 

20. Th:ry·arutT2.§.yan 9 v. 39 (Pope's translation) • 

21. 1'i-rua.~"'}l t]2a~~.Q, v. 39. 



Chapter VI 

ENCOUNTER OF GRACg I NATURE Oli' GtLillL" 

Having considered the nature of e;race in its hidden 

or concealed form, and its relation with £l::illL~ and karrn:.§l; 

Umapati proceeds to consider revealed grace (tiru arul). 

The concealed grace was essential to nudge the soul out of 

its absorption in darkness, and to provide the means wherebYf 

through action, it could bring itself to the point where 

good and bad lcarr.12. balance. 2 Having reached that point, 

something more is necessary; direct guidance from God in 

the guise of a ~.3 

Umapati makes it clear that this 'encounter' with 

God does not really imply anything new. liThe guru who 

now appears in a visible form and has taken hold of you 

is nom other than the grace which, in the midst of your 

darkness, operated within you. n v. ~'1. VIe have seen 

earlier hOVJ each soul possesses a potentiality for bliss 

experience il1 and thJ;.'2,ggh £.nigI! witl.l ~iv'?,;, no matter how 

deeply it may seem to be immersed in dark.ness t It is 

this potentiality which is now being realised, through 

the encounter vii th God in a hUman form. 

The concept of the appearance of God through a 

human form is fundamenta1 to §aiva Siddl1&iyca. Wanickav8.chakar . 
had sung of it as follows (as in many other ways in his work): 
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Thou mighty Lord of peaceful Perunthurail 
Unequalled Bliss to those who speak 1}hy names I 

l~;y I.lord Who wiped!:) st all the griefs that came 1 
When both my 'deeds' of good and evil were 

Viewed alike with equipoise so that 
Ths fertile seeds should not in future sprout, 

Thou cam'st and showedtst Thy sacred, unmeas1:red 
Beautiful Form upon the Kazhukunram! 

Tiruvachaka~ XXX, VV 1. 

The gJg~u-disciple relationship is an intimate, 

direct and personal relationship. At a lower level, i.e. 

on the 'secular' plane, a teacher may teach a crowd of 

followers, but this is not 'what Umapati is describing here. 4 

A ~ ~u.r.:.Y: is the occasion for the dramatic encounter with 

divine grace, at work up until this moment hidden in the 

spirit of the disciple and now confronting him as the 'thou'. 

Grace has been within the disciple all the time, but since 

he has not recognised it, he must be led into an encounter 

with another human being whom God has chosen to be a channel 

through whom His grace can awaken awareness within the 

disciple. Grace is already in the disciple, though only 

at the moment of encounter does he become aware of it. 

Every soul is different in its captivity to bondage, 

and only God who, as grace, has secretly dwelt within the 

soul eterna.lly, knows exactly how it is bound and how best 

to breal\: the bonds. "Only the grace which has been 

standing vlithin the soul can know the disease from which 

you suffer, not other worldly souls." v. 42. 

How is the gg.Ill to be recognised? First of all 

the disciple must be aware of a lack, a yearning within 



himself, vlhich makes him 'ready' for grace. Those whose 

minds are still focused upon worldly things would not 

recognise a g;u.r~ if they were to meet one. The g1lru can 

only be recognised by the soul that is ready for the 

encounter~ His kar~ will have reached a state of balance, 

and he will be ready to receive the truth through the gJ;lFQ-

This is the point of transition from concealed to revealed 

grace. All the training in scriptures and ritual, all the 

~:na'f? are only :paths leading to this point of direct 
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encounter with g'race. The encounter itself may be momentary, 

a glance J or it may continue over a long period. '11 he 

essence of it is that God appears through one human being 

for thG en.lightenmcnt of another human be ing $ 5 

The moment chosen by God for this encounter of 

~ll and disciple is in no sense a matter of chance. It is 

the moment when the bonds of !!!2:.la aX'e ripe and are just 

ready to fall. aVIaY. Concealed grace, through !'s..arma and 

maYil, has helped the soul to reach this state. Now, like 

a surgeon wno can restore sight to a person blinded by 

cataract by surgically removing that cataract at the moment 

when it becomes 9ripe', so God, through the guru, by the 

application of his .lir1al}.'§" /a1;::-I.;i (the surgeon's knife) rends 

t1 're l" lox'" -n 1 6 . ~ 18 • iI,3..!.a * 

It m3.y be;, a;3ked why God chooses to reach men through 

a hUIHo,n Umapati suggests that it is on account of 

the Vlm.l1w.n' quality ot' the blindness of men f who would not 
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recognise Him in any other form. He draws an analogy with 

the hunter, who snares his prey by using as a decoy another 

animal of a similar type! God, in His mercy, reaches out 

to men on their ovm terms. Thus they can recognise His 

grace, pri~.?~ fa~ only in the way that they are accustomed 

to knowing other persons in interpersonal encountero 

Grace comes as gJ-lru who can be seen, heard J even 

touched. All the worldly channels of communication are 
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used, together with that element of intuition which provides 

the spark to initially d.raw disciple and guru together. 

Umapati faces the question, Why g)drll? Why are the 

scriptures not enough? In v. L~6 he states clearly that 

stud"ying the scriptures alone will not enable the disciple 

to reach enl.ightenr;1ent. Some book-learning may help, 

(though liberation has come to children who have not studied 

the appropriate §'ELst..rj:s), but book learning can never pro-

vide eY02er~n.2'£. The disciple, when he is ready for 

g~~ph~"~akti, must be taught by someone who has experi-

enced grace, someone who can lead him into that spiritual 

state where he can experience grace for himself. Only that 

all-absorbing intuition will do -- no amount of book 

learning can substitute for it. 

Describing the encounter with ill:!ru, Umapati likens 

the removal of the bond of impurity in the case of the 

disciple to the case of the overcoming of snake poison in 

consequence of the mystic art of meditation.. To cure a 



person bitten by a poisonous snake someone that knows the 

art of cure through incantation medi tate s on. the power of 

the mongoose which is classically the enemy that is capable 

of overpowering a snake.? The point of the analogy is 

significant. It is not the actual presence of the mongoose 

or its contact but the invoking of its form or power by 

means of contemplation that effects the cure of the snake 
,/ 

bite. Likewise, even though Siva is present in inseparable 

unio·n with the individual soul the latter cannot be 'cured' 
,/ 

of his bondage unless and until Siva appears from without 

as the teacher and casts his gracious glance at him§ 

Souls are not all at the same level of development. 

lrhe two higher types of soul are described hy Umapati as 

§L1{a~:.§~1 free from kaJi. To the highest of these s the 

V}.:z-nanaJs'l?-las 9 who are bound only hy the bond of 1y~ mala 

God nl2.nifests himself by means of intuition. This is an 

unrnediated gift of grace, a sudden awakening to the grace 
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within, an instantaneous insight into the truth of 'oneness' 

c,f God and soul. By some means ·which is not made clear, 

these souls have managed to shed their ripening bonds as 

if for themselves, and are thus ready for direct communion 

with God.. 

The second group of souls, referred to as 

pralc!"yu'E3Jji.'}.,9 are still bound by both 8!;av.§l and ;ka~, 

but flrE-! free from !E.:-'iY.i~ God helps these to overcome ka~~, 

and takes its resi.due upon himself J thus freei.ng them also 



for a direct encounter with himself as grace. Only in the 

third case, the sal~ala souls who are bound by all three 

bonds, ~:rma, ~~ and anava, does he appear through the -.--
human form of the guru. 

Man of himself has no means of attaining to the 

knowledge which leads to liberati.on. Only if' God himself 

condescends to come down in the human form of a ~ is 

liberation possible for man. As a final illustration of 

this poin~, Umapati adds another of his analogies: only 

when the crystal can kindle fire without sunlight will 

knowledge arise wi.thout the aid of ~r,l)~G 

Many points are suggested by this analogy of the 

crystal that serves as the burning glass. Firstly, the 

crystal, despite its crystalline faultlessness, cannot 

emit. light or heat of its OVln accord in the absence of 

the sun. Even so divine knowledge does not enter the mind 

or consciousness without the ~ who is none other than 
", 

Siva's grace made concretely manifest. Secondly, unless 
. 
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th~ sun becomes a 'presence', i.e. its lie;ht falls directly 

on the crystal, the latter cannot generate heat. Likewise 

the saving knowledge dawns in the case of the soul if and 

'" o'nly if the ever-present Siva becomes a concrete presence 

~ th 'th l' 1.1 l' f i J..··ncl'J_ca+~_:o~ __ ",t.l0 a;:; .e ou 3.n "Gne "arm 0 g:tl:tY:, anc I v~-_~ 
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FOOTNOTES 

<.1. H. Piet, S~Jv:.§L...l-3lclc1h~!1t~LPll1Joso1?.bX (Io,1adra,s, 1952), 
provides a useful translation of this chapter, p. 135. 

Ka~m?-sam,y~~ or ir,!:! vinal _O"lJP.1! as it is called in Tamil, 
is discussed further on page 6$. 

1IThat Omniscient Overlord, the master of mantras, 
induces both (the yearning soul and the pre-c-ep-tor) and 
secures in one, the recipient of grace, humility and 
in the other (the preceptor) the bestowel' of grace, 
compassion, fo):'" otherwise the union of the two is ab
solutely impossible. If l\;atan."ga, Sataratpasab:&.rah.§:, 
sutra 5l.j·, p. 77. 

Disci~oleship to a succession of f sec'.llar' teachers 
(vicl;y8. s:nyu') is a. :preparation for the encounter of the 
true Teacher (sad m~g). 

We must be careful to disting;uish the· s'aivite concept 
of El~ from the Vaisnavi te concept of gya.:.:tar<l& 
n3iva acts through the form of a freed individual, it 
is a case of appearing in a form -- not an incarnation." 
K. Sivaraman, 9.12. cit .• , p. 396., 

flAs a man of defective vision is enabled to regain his 
normal vision and see things in full light by the 
opthalmic surgeon, so the man whose potency is stifled 
by the m.alas is enabled to see things in their proper 
perspective by getting the malas peeled off by the . 
physician ij'iva. II Commentator on the SaJ~ .. ara-tnas~aha, 
p. 93. 

For the implied theology of mahtra-incantation, see 
K. Sivaraman, .2.:Q.. cit., pp. 4oo~402. 

For a brief description of the three stages and three 
levels of bond3.ge implied by this classification, see 
above, pp. 36·-('. 

The words Yi~jl?~l2="il~al~ and r..l~_~.1~§.].a are not actually 
used by Umauati, but are taken from the S.J.B. s.8., 
where a similar idea, is ej'~:?ressed and th-8- classes named. 
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Chapter VI 

AWAKENING TO GRACE 

After its encounter with j:;ir,Q ,?rul through the . 
gurg, the soul enters a new state of awareness. It has 

reached the point of the balancing of karma. 1 and its 

bondage has dropped away, now it 'wakes up' to an awareness 

of the true nature of the universe. 2 

Before the encounter, it was absorbed in the world 

of the two mEl.iLiiE- First, in impure ma:Y~J the everyday world 

of material things, where it had little or no God-conscious

ness. Later, thanks to the prodding of concealed grace, it 

directed its attention to 'higher' things and experienced 

pure p-ia;ya (.l?Jn_d~) in the form of religious teachings, 
,.. 

scriptures and rituals. Saiva Siddhanta sees the whole of 

organised religion, the dar S'anas, karma, jnaJm and even 

ph,akti, as lea.ding to the point of the meeting with God 

through fQl~. 

Once this meeting has taken place, the soul becomes 

a different bei.ng, one that is capable of assuming the role 

tnat God has designed for it in the universe. 3 It sees this 

role as that of agent (~}[Y.~) of God and now becomes aware 

of the nature of its own deeds (sey:y:"i.flai) and of the effects 

of those deeds (sieD'Lsz..~l}). In this way it comes to realise 

God as the Lord of Y:!l£!!ll1, and it understands the working out 
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of the karma 8.S part of the process of salvation.. 

Suddenly soul is alive, alert. J\wt a.s the body 

is mere clay, but comes to life because it has a soul, so 

the soul awakens to a whole new dimension of life once it 

" recognises its association with Siva, who is the supreme 

consciousl1es8~ 

Umapati has a beautiful analogy for this awakening 

stage. He compares the soul to a crystal. (v. 55). The 

crystal has a subtle colour or essence of its own., but in 

the dark this essence cannot be seen. As the sun rises and 

shines upon the cryGtal at an angle, all the colours of the 

rainbow appear, and, through the action of the sun's rays, 

the crystal reflects the colours of the world. Then, as 

the sun rises to high noon, the colours give way to one 

brilliant light. The direct rays of the sun combine with 

the essential nature of the crystal which is to reflect 

brilliantly. Sun and crystal together produce a light 

almost too brilliant to look at. Umapati compares the soul 

to the crystal I it is not a 'nothing', it has an indivi-

dual (.?-y~) , yet in the darkness of -- mala essence anava 
~-.--

this essence cannot be seen. As the concealed grace 

reaches it~ 
~L it begins to reflect the world of ITl~yap the as 

crystal reflects the colours of the earth. As grace fills 

it more fully f and it 1'e 8})onds, it approaches the point of 

'high noon', the point where the concealed grace eives way 

to the blazing light of the .!Jru, .'2.r~.lI~ • 
• 



The soul is not an inert mass, it has an inner 

ability to respond to grace. However, just as the sun's 

rays can fallon a stone and cause no reflection, so grace 

can fallon less evolved forms of life, both human and sub~ 

human, without evoking much responses But when the soul 

has been awakened through the E,.'Uru encounter, the Light of 

God touches off a lesser light within the soul, and the 

soul becomes a means of focusing God's light in the world, 

just as the crystal seems to foeus the beams of the sun. 

l lhus soul t s special role in the universe is seen to be this 

capa.ci ty to respond to God, and so become a channel through 

which Godts grace is spread in the world. 

As it makes tho transition to its new awakened 

scate t it must realise that all ideas of egotism are to be 

left behind. In this special sense, it is no longer 

'responsible t for its actions, since all action is now 

based upon direct intuition of the will of God. S For this 

reason also f no further £:.§.r_~ can accumUlate for the soul! 

since God will take responfjibility for its actions. Actions 

performed without porsonal responsibility become God's 

actions and consequently do not result in accumu.lation of 

karma. --,.. ...... _--... 

Its role now is to stop striving and struggling, 

and simply be still. Then in th8 stillness it will 'hear' 

the guidance of the grs.ee of God ~ 'ph:l.ch 112:.S always been. 

wi th it unheard. 6 Irho Boul is fast approaching the state 
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of ecstasy. It has left behind all sense of 'I' and 'mine' 

·and only the all-engulfing divine light remains. Soul 

merges into that light. Its own self-centered reason is 

left behind as it participates in the all-absorbing divine 

wisdom. 

The final verse of chapter 6 is directed to the 

completely awakened SOUll "Now you will see clearly, as 

you are shown by God. Be possessed by God that you may 

never again experience the blindness of El~.n v. 60. The 

soul faces a new life experience, the life of being forever 

the agent of God, of seeing life through the eyes of God# 

This is ~h~ §~'3$~f the life where. soul t s only effort 

is to stay in perfect harmony with God .. 

The soul has encountered God through the ~, 

and has been made aware of its true role in the universe. 

Perhaps it might be expected that Umapati would end here. 

He does not do so for the soul still has further to go. It 

may have received a flash of enlightenment, but this does 

not mean that it is immediately and totally purified. 
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Various impurities threaten the soul at this stage 

of advancement, and it must bewa.re of 'resting on its laurels' 

since even now it is vul·nerable to the residual power of rr!§~l§,,. 

In its pre-enlightened state, the soul often failed 

to recognim) grace when it operated? through may~. There 

is a parallel form of error for the awakened soul if it fails 

to understand i.ts new role as a channel of God's action, and 



imagines that it is noVJ 'seeing for itself,.8 The position 

that is under attack (according to a commentator)9 is 
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/. ..- 10 
iL~ sam;:tvc:-..d ::'!:3 This school maintained that, once awakened, 

/ ./ 

the sou.I became 'as Siva', (~Sama) ioe. no longer depen-

dent upon God J but sharing his oITmiscience and omnipotence 0 

_/ 

Saiva Siddha:nta sees this view as heresy, for it believes 

that the soul is eternally in a dependent loveurelationship 

with Goda 

Entering a st21.te of purity J the soul must still seek 

eventual purity from the last vestiges of 1s~. Ka:rrr~ had 

to reach a state of 'balance v 1)ofo1"e the eneounter wi tIl 

~xcu waB possible 3 Now ~ v-li th the advent of knowledge t the 

of the nr:ara bda 1'::8.rll12 -' ~-~- ~-'_Q 
(the kC'lJ:'~ that c8.used the 

present embodiment) have still to be n:lmoved, for they were 

" unaffected by the gu..r~ encounter. Only Sivasakti, as an act 

of love for the soul, can remove those last traces and 

Once t..§..[£12.: is finally and totally removed, 

the soul regains its similarity to the pure crystal. It will 

C:3.st 110 shadow, (i 9 e. lose all sense of egotiGrn) and be 

engulfed in the brilliance of grace. 

To lJ.1Ut3trate the tremendous change of attitude 

that has taken nlace in the soul, Umapati draws a further 

parallel from light and dar-knesB. v. 6L!-. rrhc soul in the 

distin@lish the forns of things in a state of total dark-

ness. Hovie'l/or the darkness turns everything into an 



undLfferentiat5?f::1- mass. In the awakened (~~) 

sta-te the soul once more sees everything as an undifferenti

ated whole, but this is no longer because of darkness but 

rather because of the brilliance of the light. Now he 

sees God's presence in everything. Lower life forms, rocks 

and trees, all melt into one total consciousness of God. 

This is the essence of the nevI found consciousness of the 

awakened soul: nDt something vague, but an intense aware

ness of God in everything. 

The soul has now attained. the first two stages in 

the life of the man of realisation Ui-~§:Q mukt§), the 

stages of listenin..g (~) and thinking and reflection 

(~11:J:,:.ta]) • Now it must go on to its final stage of union 

with Bliss .. 
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1. This in no sense inmlies a mathematica.l balancing of 
good deeds against bad, but rather 'that perfect 
balance of' mind which is not attracted by the false 
pleasures of the world nor repelled by pain and suf
fering in following God's law.' J. U. Nallaswami 
Pillai f p'.el:iya Purana@ (r,1adras, 1924), p. 67. 

The P~riX~-L~ral~ tells the story of a rich merchant, 
St. Amarniti. The Lord had left his kovannm in 
Amarniti t scare, and it had been lost-. - As recompense 
the Lord put another kovannm on a scale, and asked 
Amarniti to balance it with something of equal worth. 
Only when Amarniti had put every last thing that he 
possessed into the scale did it balance~ The concept 
of ~arF;...~:::~Y.~ includes a total renuilc;=-ation of all 
worldly possessions and ties. Bharati, £12.- ,£.it'9 
pp. 29-.31 .• 

2. The true nature of the universe is composed of God, 
th.e many soulss anava, karma and the pure and impure 
rnay8.s. ~ru "'~ll.in, v$-.s2. 

3. "To be saved (~Y-§.1}), understand you have got to face 
the soul pel'form.lng ka}~J'lla, the performed k3d:,ma and 
their effects and the Lord who actuates ka11:?.S!-.." v. 53. 

4. This is only in a manner of speaking~ Really even 
in the state of kevala when the soul is immersed in 
malar tirodhana IS---aiso nresent as it were, awaiti.ng 
for-themoffient-of its emergence to the state of E~akala. 

5. J iruar~an, v. 57 I nill §8XELl,.aJ... man se....Y...~J-agah2: .8§..!i 

6. V. 58. The exact translation of this important verse 
will be somewhat like thisl wi.thout harking, without 
descursively thinking about it, without hastening into 
a posture of perceiving it p 'perceive v in iIl1mE~diacy 
that which has been perceiving you. 

7. Ta};:ing an analogy from ill-health, Urnapati points out 
that in some forms of jaundice even sweet mille taste s 
bitter. In the same way, whilst the soul is in dark
ness~ even grace is not recognised in its sweetness. 
v. 62. 
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Be flOh for the day when Atma will lose the sin of fancy
ing itself as the seer7ii-v o 6)$ 

9. Niramlia alagiya Desil;:ar (16th century), Pope's trans
lation of 11£u~~t1L~aQ (see above, p.2Q ) is closely 
based on his commentary. 

10. For a brief statement of this heretical school, see 
Paranjoti, Sabra Siddhanta, 2nd eo.. (London, 1954), 
1)·124 -------~~--
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11.. Uma-oati stresses the closeness of the jiva~ mul~ to 
God- by draV'ling an analogy that in everyday life only 
one's close family can be counted upon to take one's 
burdens upon their shoulders. So in the 'family' of 
God, only when the soul has reached a love relationship 
with Siva equal at least to the closest family, can 
He be exuected to tah:e UDon Himself the karma taints 
~f the soul, thus ensuril1g its absolute purity. v. 65. 



Chapter VII 

GRACE AS BOTH THE Io'IEANS AND THE GOAJ..I OF LIBERATION 

-The soul has now reached another milestone on its 

journey. When it met the guru, it was like a transition 

from a state of sleep to wakefulness. In its new found 

awareness it has, with the aid of revelatory grace (tiru 

grt\;}) , come to understand its own role in the universe as 

the channel of God's grace. In what may be described as 

the final stage of its journey it will pass from the stage 

of understanding (jli§-Il?) to the state of ultimate bliss in 
,., 

union with Siva. 

The first hint of this ultimate change is to be 

seen in the statement (v. 68) 1171':'!J;,k,'ch soul is urged to 'stand 

~hi!23 the Arul,1 in order to unite with the fl1:.g1. This 
• r 

idea is continued (v. 71). "He that stands behind the 

light that arises by dispelling darkness, he will live in 

bliss." In the state of bondage, concealed grace had had 

to 'operate from behind' as it were, nudging the soul for

wards -Cowards liberation. Now the divine grace, acting as 

a torch, will lead the accompanying soul into a full union 

" . with itself as S1va. 
... 

But how, Umapati asks r will the soul 'know' Siva 

(v. 69)? The senses give only sense-bound knowledge {nasa "'---
lila!"@J, so they cannot give knowledge 

/' 

of Siva. Soul may 
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attain to knowledge above sensory knowledge, a 'sixth 

sense', but this will only give selfo-knowledge CEafu jf~~l!_~) f 

a kind of increased self-awareness; it cannot amount to 

knowledge of God. Only if God Himself chooses to reveal 

Himself through His grace can he be known to the soul. 

This, then, is 'God-knowledge' (£at~ jna~~), the ultimate 

intuition which enables the soul to know both itself and 

God. In no way can the soul demand this revelation or 

improvise it from its own resources; it is the ultimate 

free gift of grace. 

In a full section Umapati tries to examine further 

into the dynamics of this 'ultimate intuition'. To 
.., 

illustrate the union of the soul with Siva p he uses the 

word ~..§&ala~ (v. 74). There are, in this compound, two 

words, ta.! (feet) and talai (head), but when they are joined . 
the terminal 'I' and ta at the beginning of the next word 

becomes 'd ll by sandhi (according to the rules of Tamil 

grammar) ,and the resulting letter is nUmerically one. 

Similarly when soul unites with God, the union becomes a 

case of merger. By this what is meant is that the soul 

loses its §"eparate identity. Yet it is not completely 

merged, for just as in tidalai one can still phonetically 

distinguish the two constituents, even though they are now 

one, so in the union of God and soul, the two parts are 

still distinguishable, though inseparable a 

,/ 

When Saiva Siddhantins use the term one (~ 



in Sk., .Q1l£;u in Tamil), they mean the merger of two still 

distinguishable parts. Salva Siddhanta does not agree 

'12 

with those who would see in ekam one absolute tsingularity', 

a union so complete that one and one only remains. It 

prefers the interpretation of 'uni tyt, which carries over·

tones of the 'union of two'. In this ecstatic union God 

and the soul are 'not one, not two, but two in one,.2 

The man who has attained this fultimate intuition', 

who may be said to have realised liberation 'here and now t
; 

the j}.van illuI[t;~ as he is called, is one who is totally 

focused u};.)on God. Worldly con.cerns fall away from him 

without his giving them a thought (v. 78)3 and he enters 

a life of continuous medi tS.tion upon Sivao lVleditation in 

turn 'needs to be reinforced by recitation (mailtra) if the 

liberated soul is to remain 'pure', i.e. not tempted by 

some lingering taint of El,a}C!;. Umapati devotes a whole 

chapter of his work to the five-lettered mantra (P~~ 

lI'~1!ltr:.§), the m:'?~l\~"£'§" which 9 as we saw in chapter I, was of 
/' 

central iml)Ortance in the lives of the Saivite saints. He 
,r 

now shows how its symbolism embodies the heart of the Saiva 

Siddhanta doctrine. 

The mah:tr.£ is eomposed of five syllables, 

d. -- .QJv§:!!l, va := Arl~~1 ya ::: the soul, na =: .:tJroghanl!.; {akti, 

and rna ::: mala. Thu!3 it symbolises the whole relationship 

of Goc1 1 man and the world. 
It 

As Umapati points out, all 

-t.l'i(~ seriptures -- the ~~@:fi (which he calls §1'.1!.1 . .l2!11, .. 



"th£ book that is given by grace"), the 
.-'- -
Sastras, and the 

Vedas together, only give that teaching which! in its pur'e 

form, is to be found in the essence of the !!'1a~}~"'a 9.L..::_ .. .Y.8 . ....::. 

Y2.. - na - rna. (And this essence is essentially the same 

as that which is expressed in the single~syllable [I ant.r 8. , 

~[l. )5 
.... 
Saiva Siddhanta sees life as dynamic, hence the 

r 

symbolism of Siva as 'IJord of the Dance r. Umapati sees 

the dance of life as of two kinds. On the one side is the 

-una natana~rgt the dance of weakness, of the flesh, of life 

in the world. On the other is the 'nary..@: D2.~3.n.§1l! (v. 83), 

the dance of wisdom. While still on the siele of weakness 

(i. e. in the kev&S':: and sakala state s) the soul knOlvs 

neither itself nor grace. At the other extreme is wisdofll 

and the bliss of the cosmic order of God. Between the two 

extremes is the awakening soul, balanced on a razor's 

edge between light and dar};:ness, between life in grace and 

the possi11ility of re-birth in ignorance. 

The whole idea, set in the symbolism of the dance, 

suggests a dynamic concept of grace. It highlights the 

soul's progression from its early bondage to a life of 

at-one-ness with grace, which becomes an at-~ne-ness with 

God. In its sakala state soul is weighted dovin by !.ill. and 

n§. (~}~, ~ and !na;y:a), but 'Nhen these ripen and fall 

away soul turns towards C~P and the t~ §.r}ll which is v~~ . 
1'0 symbolie.e the falling away of m~, the iI!g>fr~fa may be 
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shortened to Cl~.va_-Y.@:. 

In GOlOe versions of the mantra it is recited as 

.!2§~:m.@:::.~1.::.Y.~. Umapati is critical of this, claiming that 

bondage can never end if na and rna are given the order of 

precedence in recitation. "Unless the great Oi occupies 

first place, how can things ever change?1I 6 The soul must 

recognise God as its 'all encompassing ground' or else by 

giving prominence to na and nEt it will perpetuate the 

ascenctency of the ~ and sakaJa states of phenomenal 

life. 

Only when the soul, united within itself, accords 

primacy to Civa in its meditation, will it overcome the 

becomes both the symbol and the means for the attainment 

of liberation. 

Once na and .!'!:§ are finally overcome, Civa (oi) 

through h.is grctce (y'~) will give life in abundanoe to the 

sou.ls. And the soul, thus united with Civa will, in its 

li1:':erated state, conform to Civa's faultless 'form', 

i.e. to 8.ru~. This state is symbolised as oi..-:va.:E' 

It should be noted that soul is not depicted as 

some 11e1p18::;8 entity having no part in its own liberation • 
..-
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Saiva Siddhan:ta does not see the soul in a totally deYJendent 

role 1 awaiting the free gift of grace. Whilst the gift of 

grace is of ext:r.er~1e importance, the soul must make some 

effort of itself to J.~each, and to maintain, its rightful 



place in the presence of God. The exact nature of this 

effort is .never spelled out, but Umapati's expression, 

(v'a: c:i ~i t.0A nirkai y?-ralcku) "standing in the middle of va 
... . 

7'\ and ci is proper, seems to carry some slight implication 
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that the soul has an obligation to achieve what 'is proper'. 

This idea that some shred of responsibility is 

~ft with the soul is re-inforced in the final verse of 

the chapter, when Umapati states that lithe religious texts 

declare all possible ways in order that the soul may 'not 

stand separated from God." Perhaps soul's responsibility 

lies in exercising some choice as to its OWn way"? 

Verse B9 also emphasizes the fa.ct that the means 

(Catti) a.nd the end (~iva) are seen in Saiva Siddhanta as 

being one. The exact paths to God-awareness may vary some

what (VI 90), as may be noted in the lives of th.e Saivite 

saints, but all are aided by grace to reach Grace o 



FOOTNOTES 

1. t :gi_l!. nirka '§',.:t'ular nilai f t where the word f 1?in' means 
beh~nd, at the·rear. 

2. In the mystical state, therefore, which is but the 
intuitive realization at the conscious level of the 
ontological structure, God and soul stand related 
neither in identity nor in duality (onrakamal 
irant1ikamal 20,9) but 'in union in whichGod gives 
hInlself -i(') me and myself to me'. Dhavarnony, 12ve of 
~od (Oxford, 1972), p. 251. 

3. 'Just as -the sleeper drops unconsciously the thing 
held in his hand' v. 78. 

5. All those signified by the five letters of the 
Panchakshara mantra Ilstand squarely within aum", v. 82. 

6. J~~y'an, v. 85. 

7. Tiruarut~ay~, v. 89. 
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Chapter VIII 

THE NNJ!URE OF THE JIV AN I(lJK1J:A 

I-n his final chapter Umapati attempts to reach out 

to describe the state of the soul in bliss. Its very life 

is now a state of ecstasy. It is described as being 

f ene:;l.l.lfed' in its rising awarene ss of union with God. 1 

(Siva jiianr~). It has surrendered completely to "the will 

of God, leaving behind all sense of self, and to the ob-

server it appears to sleep ion absolute peD..cc:. Soul has now 

reached its highest potential, which consists of its ex

per:1..encing the Supreme Joy. This is soul's role in the uni~ 

" verse, to experience ecstasy; for even Siva, being Ecstasy 

itself, cannot Himself' ~12.erie}lCe ecstasy. 2 

Self~motivated action of every kind is left behind. 
,. 

Soul does not 'become' Siva, so it does not participate in 
/ 

the five cosmic functions of Siva. It does not 'become' 
;< 

Sakti, the dynamic aspect of God which is exemplified in 

the })erformance of the cosmic functions s It has its own 

role to fulfill p that of the eternal devotee of God, the 

bond·servant of Gode Its worldly activities, in the sense 

of any possible involven~ent in the reBul ts of those 

activities, are now completely behind it. It has reached 

its own perfect state in the universe. 

Because it is now in a non-dual relationship with 
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God~ who is knowledge, it will share in the omniscience of 

God. However, just as in an earlier stage of its develop

ment it learnt to control its wandering senses and focus 

them for its progress towards God, so now it can focus its 

omniscience into its one function of devotion.) 

Soul is no longer troubled by the world that is 
. 4 mediated through its senses. It can withdraw from sense 

perception and shelter in the security of its relationship 

with God, just as a tortoise, walking across the floor, can 

withdraw into its shell at the approach of anything which 

threatens to disturb it, while calmly pursuing its own 

pa th (v •. 94) • 
k' 

As Siva is the ultimate ground and support of the 

world? the Essence without which nothing can exist, so thE: 

_jl..Y:1.!l !:l.~kta becomes the support and stay for the souls 

still in bondage (v. 95). He serves as a living example 

of the way to God-devotion. Being absorbed in omniscience, 

he can transmit to souls still in the 'everyday' world a 

true incentive to turn tovTards God, and can also act as 
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fiL£1l, to channel God's Grace to those ready for the removal 

of bondage. 

To the soul that has reached God, the whole uni-

verse is understo0d to be part of God. In this state 

Ctnall~ !:0..~), 'where everything is aglow with the Divine 

Light, tlv~ j iY.~D: mUkJa soul doe s not discriminate between 

v!hat is blameworthy and what is not (v. 96). 5 In a 



vision in which it is not possible to distinguish the 

touter' from the 'inher', in a state of realisation which 

is homogeneous in nature (ullum purampum oru tanraSti .. 
1fatc..iY....ar), everything is loved as God -- there is absolutely 

no room left for Q:.isctimiha;tion. 
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The soul that has reached ecstasy is not necessarily 

and forever still. It is possible that it may still act. 

However whilst to the less advanced souls worl~s result in 

rewards, pleasure, pain, etc., to the realised soul who has 

no ego-sense left, any action that might be performed would 

be a part of devotion and lead only to a Y'E?-inforcement of 

the sense of integration with God. 

The Ji.van-r!!.~~J,:t~ state is not different from the 

~~ukti state (the state beyond death) as far as ecstatic 
,. 

experience of Siva is concerned. The only difference 

is, of course, the presence of body, which implies the 

endurance of the prar_abda l~~~ (the karma which caused 

the embodiment). So long as .£,rarabd.S!: karma endures, even 

as a residual trace, there is the possibility of returning 

to the modes of pasl~. and p'~_~a jna~.. This possibility is 

ruled out in ~oara-muktl. 

Souls in these blissful states will, in their 

omniscient love of all things, look back vlith compassion 

~pon the erring souls still bound in the material world, 

and will strive to channel God's grace to them (v. 100). 



FOOTNOTES 

1 G IJ.lhis is what is called the state of t submerging' in 
the Ob,ject (.i.~a) of the ecstatic experience, 
consequent to a life of total surrender to 'grace'. 

2. The 'locus' of the ecstasy in the ecstatic experience 
is the self, or st31f a s consciousness in union with 
Siva, and not Siva Himself. Siva is the very 
apotheofJis of ecstatic joy so that it is only the self 
that may be said to have the experience of enjoying 
the Joyo 

3 • See §i.q d:r!..~ar S lilll? .. ~.t§'l!l. 311 a 

4~ "In the sane manner as the mind of embodied soul 
is always engaged in sense objects, so the mind of 
the r .. o-deemed soul is engag~d in the supramental pure 
state." S81~' Sata.ra_~nasangr~J:1a, sutra 83, 
p. 103. . 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In a hundred verses Umapati has clarified for us 
,. 

the central role of grace doctrine in Saiva Siddhanta. We 

saw in Chapter I how the doctrine underlay the teachings 

-of the agamas,but it Vias not emphasized there as the 

vital central force of the system. It was left to Umapati 

to make clear that all other aspects of the theology of 
" Saiva Siddhanta are directly related tOI and dependent 

upon t the idea of grace. 

In the opening paragraph of Chapter I, grace was 

de,3cribed as a 'pov'ler t
, a power that nudges man into an 

ai:'l3.1"'eneSs of the possibility of liberation, and then guides 

him with firmness and love towards that liberation. We 

have now seen how this guidance operates. How grace seeks 

man in darkness and leads him into light, seeks him when 

he is buried in egotism and leads him to a state of loving 

union with God Himself. 

'.[Ihe theolo{:,J' that has emerged has shown us a God 

vlho is absolutely transcendent, One, alone, and beyond all 

limitations~ Yet by some miracle he is prepared to reach 

out to mankind through grace and lead man into a loving 

relationship with Himself. 

God reaches man through that dynamic aspect of 

himself called, in Tamil t Q.,a,t.ti. Catti is not some lesser ---
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'god', 80me agent sent to do His will. Catti is God in 
.- --. His immanent aspect. The only distinction in Saiva Siddhanta 

/ / 

between Siva (God) and Catti (Sa}~lJJ is one of analytic 

convenj;ence ~ When God acts, He is referred to as 9..§;1tj:.J 

whether the action be to perform the five functions of the 

cosmos, or to seek a single soul in darkness. When His 
/ 

transcendence is emphasized He is Siva. 

The universe is seen as being composed of two ele-

ments, light and darkness. l'he darkness is not physical, 

but a state of mind, a 'blindness' which confines souls to 

their lowest level of 'animal' activity. This in turn 

leads to an endless round of ~,:'t~births. Trapped in this 

mental darl{ness f man is not able to escape, for he does not 

~wen recognise his own blindnesq. He might continue thus 

bound forever, but for the grace of God. Grace seeks man 

in his blindness, and leads him into the light. 

All souls have within themselves the potentiality 

to respond to grace as the seeing eye has the potentiality 

to respond to sunlight. It is this that makes men more 

than inanimate objects. This potentiality may be completE:)ly 
~. 

unrealised p but its existence is central to Saiva Siddhanta 

theology, for it makes it possible for grace to 'reach 

through' to Illan in darkness. 

God does not appear to man at first, or directly, 

in His eli-vine form -- mentally blind man could no more see 

Him than an owl could see the sun. He approaches first in 
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the form of 'concealed grace'. The theology of 'concealed 

grace' is a concept peculiar to Saiva Siddhanta, and Umapati 
.-

has done much to clarify it. For Saiva Siddhanta sees 

grace as working through action (karma) and the world of 

material forms (mfii@) to lead the soul out of bondage. In 

most systems karma and maya are seen as being only bondage, 

something that must be overcome before man can be liberated. 

Umapati describes their role as being in fact 'blessings 

in disguise' for man. 

To understand Umapatits contribution here we must 

see further into his analysis of anavc.!: mala, the ultimate 

~darkness' which blinds ma.n. Umapati was, in the 

'±~~I:g~lLan the first to present a clear theological 

picture of fu~. He shows it as being, not a force, but 

as sonething which merely 'exists'. It has existed since 

the commencement of the aeon, and technically it will 

never be totally destroyed till all things are destroyed 

by §iva at the end of the aeon. However, God, as grace, 

penetrates into the darkness of mala to illumine and 

Vrescue~ individual souls, and from these souls the bondage 

of mala will fall away as they are liberated. 

Thus the whole possibility of meaning in life 

rests upon grace. For man is born into darkness, not be-

cause of any concept of 'sin' or 'fall', but simply because 

this is the point from which all life must start. And it 
.-

is here that the unique Saiva Siddhanta doctrine of 199:~-
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and m§ya is seen to operate as grace. For man in the 

lowest state of bondage to mala would be in a state of 

purposeless inertia. ~ and Daxa prompt man to act and 

and to react to the world around him. Once man acts, grace, 

concealed at this stage in the disguise of 1.;:arm§: and ma~ 

(si.nce m.an is at this point too 'blind' to respond to any 

form of revealed grace), can nudge him progressively into 

acts which are more meaningful than a vegetable existence. 

Gradually, thanks wholly to the promptings of 

concealed grace, man learns the satisfaction of performing 

deeds which are not merely ego-centered, and so accumulates 

Spositive f karma. Through grace he learns of the world 

about him. N(~xt he qomes to some understanding of himself. 

and as his understanding grows he finds for himself some 

path of orga.nised religion. This emphasis upon expanding 

understanding is important, for Saiva Siddhanta theology 

rests heavily upon knowledge (jnaDa) as the early path to 

spiritual awakening. The work of concealed grace is to 

help men to 'know', so that in knowing they may act aright, 

and so reach the point where their unselfish deeds 

'balance' their selfishness. 

At this point man is ready to receive the revelation 

of Divine Grace (':2:hrE. fl.JZ..\4l) • This is an awakening, a . 
dawning of a new consciousness. f';;an, who had developed 

slc>V!ly through many births, suddenly realises his own role 

in the COf31nOS through the aid of a ~u. Par man has an . 
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essential role in the cosmos~ He is the link between God 

and His universe, and once he awal;:ens to true consciousness 

he can himself be a channel for the outpouring of grace in 

the world. 

" The world is real in Saiva Siddhanta. It is not 

something to be regretted and rejected, but the locus of 

the outpouring of God's grace to man and man's love for God o 

Once man has been 'awakened' hy the encounter with God 

through a ,illH'U. t he can see God everywhere, in everything. 

His actions are no longer 'from himself', but are directly 

inspired by God. He lives in a state of cOl'1tinuous medi~ 

" tation upon God, aided in his concentration by the Saivite 

'" Saiva Siddhanta is neither a monism nor a dualism. 

Its theology of grace sees grace as both the means and the 

end. Grace is the power that seeks man in. his blindness, 

a.nd g1..ddes him towards understanding. Grace is the under-

standing which dawns as man awakens. And Grace is the 

end, for the totally awakened soul recognises, as he 

reaches the feet of God, the source of the grace which has 

guided him along his spiritual path. 



GLOSSARY OF SANSKHIT AND TAl\1IL TEn.:nS 

adharma 

advaita 

agamas 

agami 

amala 

anava - mala 

anug:r-aha 

avatara 

bindu 

bhukti 

cit 

cit-sakti 

ekam 

/ dar sana 

dharma 

dilesa 

guru 

A. SANSKRIT 

unrie;hteousness, breach of duty, 
injustice. . 
non-duality, unity. 

Scripture, Special Revelation. 

prospective. 

purified, liberated. 

the spiritual impurity, Dirt. 

manifest grace, confering favour. 

descent, manifestation, incarnation. 

root matter, the pure counterpart 
of maya. 
eating, enjoyment, fruition. 

consciousness. 

conscious power. 

one. 

v~s1on, insight, philosophical 
point of view. 
established order, rule, duty) right 
justice, la".l. 
initiation. 

teacher. 
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-jivan mukta 

jnana 

jnana - sakti 

jneya 

kala, kala 

karma 

karma - samya 

kevala 

ksapana . . 
linga 

mala 

mantra 

ma.ya 

mithya 

mokf?a 

mukta 

mukti 

palle a - k~t ya 

panchaksara 

- '" pasa 

pa$a - jnana 

the one vlho is liberated while 
l:tving 
knowledge, intuition. 
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power of int,elligence or kno'l,'lledge. 

the knovm, that which is intuitedo 

particle, form 

action, work, deed, moral lavl. 

the even-balancing meritorious 
and un-meritorious karmae 
being alone, solitude, isolation. 

destruction. 

impurity per .§.?., impurity of spiritl 
bond. 
incantation, mystic for;nula. 

the material substratuIn of the 
cosmos, ,'[hat E1-v_~s fortI! the vwrld. 
appearance, the unreal vlith 
pretensions to reality. 
transcending of bonds, liberation. 

the liberated man. 

release, deliveraneeG 

the five cosmic functions of Gode 

the five-lettered madtra. 

bond. 

empirical knowledge. 
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pasu 
.-

pasutva 

prakasa 

pralayakala 

prarabdha - k2.rma 

puja 

rodhasakti 

sabda 

sadasat 

sad vidya 

sakala 

sakti 

sama 

sam sara 

sancita 

svarupa 

suddha - avasth~s 

tirodha.na - sakti 

vijnana 

vijnanakala 
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creature, finite man or self. 

the bond of finitude~ 

manifestnessr; 

soul bound by two forms of bondage. 

karma which has already begun to 
be8.r fruit. 
worship 

the inhibited p01~er, i.e. concealed 
grace. 

word, speech. 

mixture of being and non-being i» 
the soul. 
the fourth tattva in the thirty-six 
tattvas. 
with kala, i.e. form. 

power, Divine Hill. Divine Function. 

like, equal, identical. 

exitless cycle of TEebirth. 

stored up, accmaulated. 

individual essence. 

states of consciousness characterised 
by freedom from impurity, pure state 
o~ spiri~ual realisation. 

concealing graceo 

true or right knoi;lledge. 

soul 
means 
whose 
bonds 

'Vlho is freed fron kalas by 
of vij~~na, i.e.souls in 
case only one of the triple 
is oDerative viz anava. 
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acattu 

adiyav~r 

aiyarn 

akalar 

anbu 

anru -
arirlar -
arivu 

arukkan 

aru~ 

arula)..ar 

arumai 
_/ 
asu 

avan 

avi 

calam 

cankaran 

catacattu 

Catti 

cattu 

cindittal 

Civam 

a. 'l'AIvIIL 

(Sk. asat) non~being, unreal, 
untrue, non-eternal. 
the devout, devbtee, servant~ 

doubt. 

class of souls without kali. 

love, tenderness. 

that day. 

those having knovlledge or avmreness. 

knowledge, avlareness, consc iousness. 

sun. 

graciousness, compassion, limitless 
love, unbounded tenderness. 
one that has compassion or grace8 

rarity. 

. impurity, error, mistake 6 

That Being, i.e. God. 

soul, vapour, steam. 

deceit, deviousness, insidiousness. 

(Sk. San~ara) one that does only good. 

(Sk. sadasat) being - cum - non-being, 
real - unreal. 
(Sk. Sakti) povrer, forc e. 

(Sk. sat) being, real, true, eternal. 

(Sk. manana) reflecting, thinking. 

(Sk. Ii vam) spirit, (synonym of cit) 
The God.-



ekam 

e~ 

inpakanam 

inpu 

inru 

irai 

irul . 
irut pavai 

itai 

ivan 

kanmar:l, karumam 

koval1am . 
malam 

malattar 

man mannu 

marundu 

mati 

mayai 

nin 

mula malam 

mutti 
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(Sk. eka.m) one, single. 

to devalue, denigrade, disapprove. 

fullness of bliss. 

bliss, joy. 

this day, today. 

The Omnipresent Lord~ 

darkness, shade • 

the lady darkness. 

middle, in the midst of. 

this being, i.e& soul. 

to see, sight, realisation. 

(Sk. karma) deed, the store of merit
demerit, predisposition to action. 

(Sk. Sranvana) listening, harkening. 

loin cloth. 

dirt, faeces, impurity, profanity 
contamination. 
those under the contamination of Ll1ad-.an. 

adj. stable. 
noun king, ruler, head. 
medicine~ antidote. 

think, consider. 

(Sk. Playa) material substratum of 
the cosmos. 

your, 

(Sk. mukti) liberation. 



nakulam 

nalam nanmai 

nananatanam 

nannu 

natanam 

natu . 
nil, ninru 

nirkum n1rkai 

nunmai . 
o 

oli . 
ovatl1 

pavakam 

pavam 

pavattuyar 

payan 

peraru~ 

perumai 

piI]-i 

piran 

po::i 

POrlt~ 

mongoose. 

good, goodness. 

dance of knowledge, symbolising 
transcending of cosmic activity. 
to be near, to be open. 

dance. 

the middle. 

to stand, standing. 

to be, stand. 

subtlety, fineness. 

to leave, to be separated. 

light, brightness. 

the inseparable. 

conteraplation. 

birth, re-birth. 

the suffering.of birth. 

fruit· 

limitless grace, beneficence, 
uninhibited bestowal of grace, 
supreme accessibility. 
greatness, glory, infinitude. 

disease. 

Lord, head, ruler. 

the sense. 

thing, object, reality, value. 
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pulan 

punai 

pundi 

puram 

sakalar 

seyal 

seyvan 

tal 

talai 

tani 

tanmai 

tiru 

tunai . 
tuyar, tunbu 

ul . 
ulaku 

ulatu, ulan, unmai 

ullam 

uman 

-un 

unanatanam 

unarv'll . 
urkai -
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sense. 

cat. 

(Sk. buddhi) intellect. 

outside, without. 

class of souls with kala, earthy souls. 

activity. 

the doer, agent of action. 

foot. 

head. 

unique, absolute, ontologie ally 
distinct. 
nature. 

holy, sacred, beauteous, alluring. 

the help, assistance, support. 

suffering, misery, pain. 

inside, \\[i thin. 

the world. 

it exists, He exists, existence, 
truth. 
mind, soul, individual. 

oV'll· 

body, flesh. 

dance of the flesh, symbolising 
cosmic operations. 
sentience, synonym of arivu. 

torch. 



uyi:c 

varakku 

vet!'uyir 

vidu 

vilakku 

vinai 

breath, soul, vowel. 

tradition, propriety, usage. 

the empty soul. 

home, state of liberation. 

lamp, lamplight. 

synonym of kanmam. 
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